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ABSTRÀCT

The social, economic and ecological environment with

which contemporary planners must deal is fraught with diffi-

culty and dichotomy. In examining the situation, however,

it appears that the t,rue difficulties l-ie with the obsolete

thought and value systems which guide action, the outmoded

paradigms. This thesis deals with a current idea system and

its consequences I as well as details of the present world

context and their irnplications for change. These and relat-

ed subjects, such as the planner's role in the process' are

explored through a wealth of pertinent literature, both cur-

rent and classic.
The underlying assumption and indeed the conclusion of

the thesis is that greater understanding of a system leads

to greater effectiveness in vrorking within it. Àlthough

mere knowing does not guarantee an answer to current dil-em-

mas, an awareness of what iS occurring frOm a broader per-

Spective can reveaL the nature of the answers which are nec-

essary. Such implications are important to t}¡ose who must

deal with people generally, but become particularly valuable

to planners and related professionals whose actions depend

upon and directly affect many people.
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PREFACE

There is a certain intuitive sense in each of us which

Lends to guide our interests and spark a personaf curiousity

in certain subjects. In spite of a very limited initial

understanding or background in a particular subject area'

our attention can be drawn to it. ÀS that interest matures

however, it must be more fully grounded and substantiated by

Specific, tangible information in order for it to be of real

benefit to the individual concerned or others.

For a number of years I have experienced this form of

growing interest in 'people' guestions and issues--the

behavioral underpinnings related to all of the more pragmat-

ic issues of economics, population, policy and ecology in

planning and design. I began to identify these interests

during the courSe of my undergraduate work in Interior

Design. They have continued to develop through subsequent

studies and experience in City Planning.

A number of ideas and questions have been forming and

accumulating parallel to those encouraged by the prescribed

subject areas of my formal course of study. Largely' they

have taken the form of personal queries and conjecture which

have resulted from pondering the significance of other

issues and topics. For example, Where do widely held beliefs

v



originate? Why are they so widely accepted? If, through

analySis and criticism, wê can generate al-ternatives, v¡hY

are they so difficult to implement? We have such limited

understanding of human social and cognitive systems and how

they operate in this broader sense. The question of 'Why?'

remains so dif f icult to ansvrer.

Although I have been able to pursue these incidental

interests to a limited degree within the established parame-

ters of most cgurses and seminars, ßY curiousity was alwayS

left largely unsatisfied. For the most part¡ mY attempts to

probe into these other subjects did not prove extensive

enough to produce more than a Iimited Sense of resolution or

satisfaction about them in my own mind. Hence, I have

greatly appreciated the opportunity whích this thesis has

afforded to focus my atÈention more fu1ly and directly on

certain aspects of behavior and cognition which have long

intrigued me. It has been a particularly meaningful experi-

ence.

I appreciate those whose enthusiasm and support allowed

me to see this project Lo completion within such an abbrevi-

ated time frame. T especially recognize and thank:

o My parents and sisters who have always taken a personal

interest in my sometimes less-than-orthodox academic

interests. They have shared with me the difficulties as

well as the triumPhs.
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. My thesis committee of Mario Carvalho, Basil Rotoff and

Michael Cox who have demonstrated again and again their

skills aS 'educators' in the true Sense of the word.

Bruce B. CIark once said, "Giving information is only

the beqinning of a teacher's responsibility; the end is

to stimulate, motivate, lift, challenge and inspire" "

These professors have offered this form of support, pro-

viding guidance and direction while stilI allowing me

the freedom to explore my personal interests.

o The classmates with whom I've worked side by side

throughout Lhe Summer. Their companionship and unfeigned

optimism, interest and enthusiasm have been greatly

appreciated.

It has been a meaningful though difficult exercise to

sort and clarify and finally communicate some of the ideas

this thesis deals with. By nature they are neither succinct

or easily capsulized, and their applicability to p]anning

may be l-ess obvious and direct than other subjects more com-

monly undertaken in MCP theses. Nonetheless, I have gained

a great deal of sat.isfaction personally from this particular

pursuit. It represents what I hope will be the first step

toward a continued series of studies and increased under-

standing of the subject.
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Men live not by truth alone,

but by myth.

E.J. Mishan
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Chapter I

AN INTRODUCTION

our society seems to speak a double language, one of

unlimited potential and progress and, at the same time, cut-

backs, scarcity and restraint. In considering current poli-

cies, literature and directions, one remarks increasingly

upon the dichotomy between words and action and between

aspirations and logical possibility or potentiaJ-. There is

an increasing distance between escalating expectations and

capacity to meet those demands in terms of the economy' raw

materiaLs and ecological limitations.

The discrepancies and inconsistencies between what we can

do and what we want to and insist upon doing seem suffi-

ciently clear with even superficial observation. However,

in the general operation of things, the situation is

obscured and coltectively society does not recognize the

dichotomy.

The guiding principles of modern society have their ori-

gins in the developments of the Industrial Revolution. The

growth ethic, undaunted faith in the power of technology and

elevated expectations originated in that era. Since that

time, t.hey have become so deeply entrenched and inf}ated

that their validity is not questioned. Subscription to



these principles is not only assumed but advocated and

moted at every level and throughout alI social strata.

2

pro-

Asa

result, growth has become:

the secular religion of Àmerican societY, provid-
ing the goal , a basis for political solidarity'
anã a source of individuaL motivation; the pursuit
of happiness has come to be identified almost
exclusively in material terms, and the entire
society--individuals, enterprises/ the government
itself--has an enormous vested interest in the
continuation of growth. 1

Although the essence of the thinking may not have changed

significantly since the turn of the century, the social and

environmental context is very much different. There have

been fundamental changes in societY, economy and ecology

which render the contemporary worLd a substantially differ-

ent place than the one in which and for which the aforemen-

tioned principles were originally conceived and fostered.

Much of our present difficulty in coping with current issues

is a direct result of this 'Iack of fit'between thought or

perception and reality. How can any acLion or initiat.ive be

effective in a real sense if the thinking which guides it is

inappropriate and divorced from the actualities of the situ-

ation?

One must wonder why, when the symptoms are so apparent,

Lhat the solution is noÈ equally obvious. Àny appeal to

logic and the most Superficial review of pertinent factors

indicates that fundamental changes in thinking are not only

1 william Orphuls, Y AND THE POLÏ ÏTY:
a Politi a Stead

Francisco: W,H. Freeman & Co., 1977 p 5.
Sta San
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imminent but essential. One Senses that there must be a

realignment of the very basics. However, if this change is

as fundamental as it appears, how does one account for the

fact that it has not taken place? Not only has it not

occurred, it is not as yet recognized as necessary by the

vast majority.
As in most cases, there is more involved than pure logic.

There are forces in operation ,which dictate the dynamics of

society; the momentum with which it moves and the complexity

of the process. In our insistence on rationality, we seldom

address the factors which Iie beyond the bounds of strict

Iogic. These factors do exist, however, and are operant in

aI1 areas of contemporary society.

The phenomenon of increasing stress and anomaly which is

becoming more and more apparent in the modern scenario is

consistent with the basic cycle of established paradigms.

Contrary to the commonLy held concept that development

occurs through an incremental and relatively frictionless

accumufation of understanding and methodologY, the triumph

of a new and more appropriate idea system over the incumbent

occurs only through "revofutionary competition between pro-

ponents of the old and the new".2 The study of paradigm

change reveafs the cycle involved in aligning and realigning

accepted models with their context. Evidently, we are pres-

ently in the midst of such a transition; at a point where

2 Thomas Kuhn,
êd., (chicago:

The Structure of Sc ient i f ic Revolr¡tions 2nd
@thicago Press, 1970), p" 8.
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there must be not only new methods and actions, but an

entirely new way of thinking behind them.

Thus far, in dealing with the difficulties of the current

situation, we have only been focusing on the overt symptoms.

There must be understanding and action which extends to a

broader 1eve1, that of behavior and cognition. The explora-

tion of this broader cognitive and behavioral system has

become one of the major concentrations of this thesisi the

identification, so far as is possible, of thought-leveI phe-

nomena , the nature of their operation, and their relation-

ship to present problems in other social, economic, and eco-

logical spheres. The current idea system and its

consequencesr êS wetl aS details of the present world con-

text and their implications for change, all become part of

describing the dynamics of the paradigmatic process.

Once one understands how a syStem operates, he iS much

more ef f ective in working withi'n it. Although mere knowing

does not guarantee an answer to current dilemmas, âñ aware-

ness of what is occurring from a broader perspective can

reveal the nature of the answers which are necessary. Such

implications are important to those who must deal with peo-

pIe generally, bub become particularly valuable to planners

and related professionals vrhose actions depend upon and

directly affect manY PeoPIe.

There is a place within the cycle of change now underway

for planning professionals to exert positive and much needed

,j/
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influence and direction in promoting consLructive change.

In order to assume such a catalytic role, it is not only

imperative that one understands the past and current social,

economic and phitosophical contexts which implicate the

change, but also, there must be very clear recognition, if

not comprehension of the factors which oppose it. without a

sense of the realities and peculiarities of the present

situation, one cannot be effective in making a meaningful

and timely conLribution.

The intention throughout the remainder of this thesis

then, is not to present "one more survey of the flood of

predictions, contingency forecasts and similar sLudies"

which now exist in such abundance. Rather, it is attempt

to articulate and communicate some of the rudiments respon-

sible for the "widely shared and deeply held 'gut-feeling'
that something essential in our human world has gone off-

center.3

Design For Evolution (New York:
p" 19.

3 Erich Jantsch,
zíLler, 1975) ,

George Bra-
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TER 2
What a man sees dePends both

upon what he looks at and

also upon what his Previous

visual-conceptual experience

has taught him to see. In the

absence of such training

there can only be, in wd-IIiam

Jame's phrase, "a bloomin'

'\ buzzin' confusion".\
Thomas Kuhn



Chapter II
PARADIGMS

Life, by definition is an 'animate existence', implying

acLion, movement and change. In all spheres and in all
aspects, life is in a constant state of flux; expanding,

diminishing, evolving, dissolving; always changing. This is
the essence of 'panta rhei' or 'everything in flux' which

Heraclitis attempted to capture. r

In describing man's predicament in this changing worId,

Jackson Davis v¡rote: "We are specks on the river of histo-
ty, swept toward a sharp bend that will carry us into the

unfamiliar. " 2 The struggle to cope with unfamiliar and

changing situations becomes the essence of human life. Man,

however, "finds his security in firm structures, physical as

well as soc ial and cul-tural ones, not in the balance of

movement. The only way he knows how bo deal with the world

is sequential, starting from firm grounds and proceeding

step by step in solving what he calls 'problems'."3

1 Erich Jantsch,
zi1ler, 1975\ ,

2 w. Jackson Davis,
tion in Transition
xv.

3 Erich Jantsch,
ziller , 1975) ,

Design For Evolution (New York: George Bra-
p -))

THE SEVENTH YEAR: IndustTial Civiliza-
(New Yorks w.w, Norton c Co.,19i9), p,

Desion For Evolut ion
p. 114 .

7

(¡qew York: George Bra-
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Hence, in striving to deal wíth the many aspects of life
situations, certain mental frameworks have developed--a

'firm ground' on which to base decisions and selections

between alternatives. These firm grounds consist not only

of facts and experience but, of values, beliefs and pre-

scriptions. The interaction between consciousness and real-
ity determines the package with which one confronts the

worId. I t incl,udes "what we are I f ee1, perceive and know"

as well as t'what we want, what we conceive and what v¡e can

do. t'4

The mental frameworks thus established comprise certain
generalizations which can be applied in similar situations,
eliminating the need for entirely new decisions in each

instance. These structures become an intermediate step in
the thought/action process. Without a set of preconceived

principles, one must work through a series of options,
weighing the relative merits of a1I al-ternatives before for-
mulating the most appropriate response. There can be con-

siderable delay before the eventuaL action is initiated.
This process can be diagramed in the following manner:

a Erich Jantsch,
ziIler, 1975),

Desisn For Evolution (Hew York:
p. 192 .

George Bra-
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FÕR¡v1¡.JL-ATìON

ILTUSTRÀTION 1 The rhoughtr/Action Sequence

However, "the constant burden of decision... is a tiring

one. So, (man) avoids it where he can by using rules, (or

general principles) which he formulates in terms of his

invented concepts...lhey are prescriptions which relieve the

burden of self-consciousness and of too much responsibili-

ty. " a ¡ nstead of reevaluat ing the alternat ives in each

inst,ance,, one appeals to the previously established frame-

work. The time and effort. involved in formulating a

response are thus great.ly reduced, which in Lurn reduces the

energy expended in the whole seguence of stimulus-to-action.

This net gain is represented in the figure below:

I christopher
( Cambr idge :

Alexander,
Harvard Uni

Notes On The S nthes i s
vers ty Press, , P. 62,
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ACTION

5Tr RËSPONSE

FRAMEWORK
ILLUSTRÀTION 2t MentaI Frameworks

With the incredible numbers of stimuli one routinely

encounters, responses are necessarily very rapid. In fact,

some responses occur so rapidly as to appear to be merely

ref lexive. However, regardless of t,he rapidity, " it i s sur-

prisingly difficult...to find processes in human history

which are truly mechanically latent in the sense that they

are quite independent of any image which may be held by the

people participating in them."e Consequently, human life is

"neither random or haphazard" but purposeful and directed.10

As life and social structures have become increasingly

complex, So have these cognitive frameworks. Men increasing-

Iy organize their thinking and direct their decqision-making

o Kenneth BouIding, The I¡naqe
of Michigan Press, 1977) , P

(enn Àrbor, Mich: UniversitY
117.

(Ann Arbor, Mich: UniversitY
77"

r0 Kenneth Boulding, The I-Uege
of Michigan Press, 1977') , P
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by means of }arger belief systems. These systems not only

facilitate decision-making,. u" mentioned above, but serve to

establish at least minimal concensus of thought amongst

groups of people, Our ability to function collectively as

groups as well aS the physical context we have "on""j'-'untly
constructed, are the tangible manifestations of these under-

Iying belief systems which guide action'

Due to their coverL nature and strong behavioral ties,

these phenomena (e) are Less frequently discussed than the

more empirical action-side events(g) .

ACTIOt{
STtA^UttJs

B.OVERT

r rtu_588Àrl !N_ 3 : The Thoughtr/act ion Process: overt and
Covert Aspects

Since action is concrebe, tangibte and easily observable,

it is typically the object of study. We do not often focus

on the intangible thought process which any action presup-

A

û

il

il
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poses. The assumptions and generalizations which form the

decision-making framework become So accepted that we are

almost unaware they occur. Frequently it is assumed that

"What cannot be seen (does) not...exíst, and what cannot be

measured does not count. rr I However, in the words Of Edward

Shi 1s, "That which i s ef fect ive need not be vi sible . " s

There are many idea systems and subsystems which operate

in an equally large number of wayà and level-s. Everyone at

one time or another, through common experience or casual

observation, has made use of some form of idea framework.

For this reason, the concept may seem deceivingly elementa-

ry. In actuality, an idea system in its entirety is extreme-

ly complex. Of interest in this thesis, therefore, is the

portion or aspect of that system which relates to. how widely

held patterns of belief in professional fields come about;

how they are introduced and initiated, then perpetuated and

f inaIly, utìder certain circumstances, rejected and over-

thrown.

Unravelling these features is a difficult undertaking"

Many have made the attempt. Their observations and specula-

tion, taken co]lectively, begin to define the nature and

characteristics of a system, the process by which it oper-

ates and, its role in co-ordinating the efforts of individu-

Pol ic Hi t rch of
CA; Stanford Research Inst tute,

s nlizabeth M. Drews,
Values (Menlo Park,
August 1970), p. 25.

e Edward
Press,

Shils,
1981),

Tradition (chicago:
p. 197 ,

University of Chicago



aIs and groups vlithin a given profession

remainder of this chapter, therefore, is

system called 'paradigm'; its definition

to the way it operates.

13

or practice. The

devoted to an idea

and an introduction

2.1 PAR.ADI DEFINED

As previously mentioned, one of the great difficulties in

dealing with idea systems is their covert nature. They

function on a level which is not physically obvious except

for secondary evidences which occur as a result of their

operation. These evidences include observable actions as

welI aS the artifacts those actions create. In tracing

behavior and action in specific circumstances over time,

certain patterns emerge from which the features of an idea

system can be inferred. The inference then in turn is com-

pared and refitted to specific situations testing the degree

to which it in fact reflects the process it aims to

describe.

Although in many vrays this methodology becomes highly

subjective and prone :o the part.icular biases of the indi-

viduals applying it, there has been substantial agreement as

to the existence and configuration of the phenomenon under

study here. It is labeled differently by different people

but the essence of the concept seems to remain constant.

Thomas Kuhn is widely knovrn for his contribution to our

understanding of idea systems and is responsible for defin-
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ing in great detail the aspects of the system known as'par-

adigm' which is of particular interest here. Although he

has been strongly criticized as to the details of his argu-

ment, his rna jor work, The Str ture of Sc ient i f c RevoIu-

tions, stands as a landmark in the understanding of how

ideas and belief systems evolve and operate. It is particu-

1ar1y significant in the insights it offers into profession-

al matrices. Kuhn's astute observations and concLusions

form the theoretical framework on which the remainder of the

thesis is constructed and from which its major premises have

9rown.

Being a scientist by profession, Kuhn focused his atten-

tion on the scientific community. It provided a relatively

neat sphere in which to observe and test his perceptions"

Kuhn coined the term 'paradigm' and applies it to the

specific phenomenon of idea development which he studied.

Throughout the course of his book, he defines the concept.

Beginning with a very basic definition, he builds and elabo-

rates upon it aS he addresses various characteristics.

Very simply, paradigm is "an accepted model or pat-

tern."lo It is less structured and specific than a theory

and of broader scope. Ïn fact, paradigm includes "the

entire constellation of beliefs, values, (and) technigues

shared by members of a given community."1 1

The StrucLure of Scientific Revolutions1 o Thomas S

2nd ed.
a')

Kuhn,
( chicago: go Press, 1970), P.

1 I Thomas s. Kuhn, The Struct Lrre of Scientif ic volut ions
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I ts prec i se scope and content ' of course are
impossible to specify, but it is sound knowledge
nonetheless. Derived from observation, it can be
infirmed by further observation, and it meanwhile
provides a basis for rational action. l 2

Two characteristics distinguish paradigms from theory and

other forms of belief:
1. what they embody is 'sufficiently unprecedented to

attract an enduring group of adherents away from com-

peting modes of . . .activitY.'

2. In spite of the definition which they give to a fietd

of enquiry, they remain 'sufficiently open-ended to

Ieave all sorts of problems for the...group of practi-

t ioners to resolve. ' 1 3

There is a tendency to label the specific theories and

rules which dominate a particular field as paradigffis, how-

ever, it must be remembered that the paradigm is the idea

from which these narrower, more definitive structures origi-

nate. The paradigm itself is "prior to, more binding' and

more complete than any set of ru1es...that could be unequi-

vocally abstracted from them. " 1 4

2nd ed.
175.

(chicago¡ University of Chicago Press, 1970), p.

12 Imre Lakatos and AIan Musgrave, CriÈicism and The Growth
of Knowledge (Carnbridge: Cambridge University Press,
1970) , p. 17 

"

I 3 Thomas S

Znd ed.
p.10.

Kuhn,
( chicago:

The Str n ific Rev
Unlversr ty of Ch cago Press, 1970

1

f

1 4 Thomas s
2nd ed.
46.

Kuhn,
( chicago ;

rucLure of olut i on
Un vers tyo Chicago Press, 7 'P.
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The rules and assumptions which often foIlow paradigm

development initially need not be explicit in order for the

paradigm to f unction. This is possible in the same vray

that, categoricaJ-1y speaking, vle can classify things like

chairs and games without a fixed set of characteristics. À

broad general conception or 'tacit knowledge"s of what con-

stitutes a'chair'or a'game' is sufficient at the outset.

Àna1ogica11y, "paradigms determine J-arge areas of experience

at the same t ime. " 1 6

Others besides Kuhn have also dealt with the subject of

paradigms. Ja_c_kson Dav-is prefaced his remarks in The Sev-

enth Year with brief reference to them. His definitions are

derived directly from the writings of Kuhn, but for their

s impl ic i ty are worthy of note . He ?_-'t-g,tes .that a paradigm i s

"a set of broadly shared assumptions." Further,

It is the paradigm that dictates which operation
is important, which hypothesis merits attention,
and which theory holds svray. Likewise, paradigms
motd predictions about the future.l7

Àlthough there have

position and argument,

on his description of

critics of Thomas Kuhn's

focused almost exclusively
been

they

the process by which the paradigm

15 Michaet Polanyi, Personal KnowLedqe (Chicago:
of Chicago Press, 1 958 ) .

University

1 6 Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
2nd ed. (chicago¡ PJess , 1970) , p.
129,

W. Jackson Davis, THE SEVENTH YEAR: IndtrsL-rial Ci-viliza-
tion in Transition (Hew York: W"W" Norton & Company,ffi

many

have

17
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operates hrithin the professional community. Since these

di ssent i.ng views of f er l ittIe by way of f urther understand-

ing of the definition of paradigm, any detailed comments on

their positions is reserved for a l-ater section on process.

It is useful instead to consider the observations of

Jantsch, Boulding and Alexander who attempt to describe the

paradigmatic phenomenon in slightly different terms. It is

significant that although the nomenclature differs, the con-

cept or nature of the phenomenon they describe changes very

little from that which Kuhn perceived.

Erich Jantsch descriL¡es the idea phenomenon in terms of

'myths'. He claims that they are a "matter of design"18 and

in fact, are so designed "as to 'tune-in' with reality; to

become povrerful regulators in designing man's physical,

social, spiritual world in a viable v¡ay. 'r 1s These ideas are

not myths in the sense of being untrue, but in that they are

the articulation of manrs perception, based on the vray he is

able to 'appreciate' his world at any given point. They are

myths in the sense that they represent beliefs which are

effective and 'true' during the period in which they are

observed and in force. Their influence is a function of

popular acceptance.

1 6 Erich Jantsch,
Braziller , 1975),

Desiqn For Evolution (¡¡ew
p. 108.

Desiqn Eor El¿e-Iu!iqn (New
p" 1 09.

York: George

1e Erich Jantsch,
BraziIler, 1975),

York; George
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Laws and rules evolve consequent to the establishment of

certain myths. They are "introduced, tested, wêighed and

modified through the appreciated world by means of our ideas

(myths) of what the world can do f or (or to) us and what vle

can do f or (or to ) ttre wor1d. " 20 They become, in Jantsch's

words, "an intellectual prOstheSiS"21 which imposes order on

our ways of thinking and acting.

Kenneth Boulding prefers to use the term ' image' Lo

describe the paradigmatic phenomenon. Àccording to Bould.-

ing, the 'image' represents "subjective knowledge" or "what

I believe to be true."22 He goes on to state that "the sub-

jective knowledge structure or image of any individual or

organization consists not only of images of 'fact', but also

images of ,value ' . rr 2 3 Pursuits such as soc iaI psychology,

psychoanalysis and public opinion polling a1I attempt in

their own vray to identi f 1' the image held by individuals and

groups, and reconfirm in Boulding's mind the existence of

the phenomenon.

Christopher Alexander also alludes to Some form of con-

ceptual concensus which dictat,es a generalized set of val-

ues. "WhiIe the relative importance of different require-

20 Erich Jantsch, Design For Evolution (t'¡ew York: George
BraziIIer, 1975), p. 192.

21 Erich Jantsch, Desiqn For Evolution (New York: George
Brazitler, 1975), p. 232.

Kenneth Bouldinq, The Image (Ann Àrbor, Mich:
of Michi gan Preã s ,ffifr. 6 ,

Kenneth Boulding, The Imaqe (Ann Àrbor, Mich;
of Michigan Press, 1977), p" 11,

22 Un ivers i ty

University23
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ments usually is a matter of personal opinion, the decision

that a requirement is a requirement or not, is less person-

aI. " 24 He goes on Lo explain that our decision-making is

based on an accepted value system which priorizes life.

Although these similar descriptions appear under differ-

ent names, one must make a distinction here between such

paradigm-Iike processes and others, like dogma or tradition

which are clearly of another order. In his book Tradition

Edward ShiIs describes a phenomenon which has the appearance

of a paradigm in some respects but, on closer examination,

is not. The differences are important to note in order to

understand where,these other processes fa11 in relation to

paradigms. There are several fundamental differences.

Firstly, traditions can be and often are articulated in a

reLatively concise fashion. Pa.radigms, by contrast, are

much Less tangible and inf i" J;it more complex. They are

rarely definable in the strict sense of t,he word.

Secondly, traditions are thought to proceed incrementally

and through the process of very gradual evolution. They

change slightly though perceptibly from generation to gener-

ation as each adapts the specifics of the patterning to the

prevailing situation. Major shifts are not common nor easi-

Iy achieved and the complete elimination of a tradition is

aIl but impossible.

24 Christopher
( Cambr idge :

Alexander, Notes On The Synthesis of Form
Harvard University Press, 1971), p. 103.
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Paradigms, oD the other hand, are convincingly over-

thrown. When sufficient evidence and new insights are accu-

mulated, a new paradigm clearly supersedes its predecessor

and takes effect. Although proponents of the old paradigm

may linger, it effectively dies with them and becomes

extinct.
For these and other reasons, tradition fits most appro-

priately in the category of the 'disciplinar.y matrix' Kuhn

refers to. They are part of the practical- articulation of

the paradigm. Paradigms affect one's perceptions and govern

thinking while tradition demands performance of certain

weIl-def ined act ions.

Image, myth, paradigm; alI are attempts to describe a

similar idea structure. Although the means differ, it

becomes evident that each is essentially addressing the same

concept. This concensus serves to reconfirm the exisLence

of an underlying structure and its specific label becomes a

secondary concern. For purposes of clarity in ensuing dis-

cussion, however, it is necessary to adopt one term which

wilI hereafter represent the concept.

Although ii has additional, and in some cases conflicting

connotations and usages, the term 'paradigm' appears to be

the most appropriate for our purposes. In addition to the

breadth of scope which it, implies, paradigm also connotes a

certain concreteness and subst.ance which reflects t.he nature
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of the concept more fully than the alternate terms 'image'

or 'myth'. In order to further clarify the context in which

paradigm wilI subsequently be used, it is helpful to consid-

er l'largaret Masterman's insights into the 'Nature of para-

digm'.2s Dealing with the 21-odd definitions found in Sci-
ent i f ic Revolut ions, she identified three types of paradigm

or general meanings of the word. The first represents para-

digm as an artifact or construct which is more concrete and

specific then even a theory. Typically, these 'paradigms'

take the form of textbooks, tools or instruments of the pro-

fession. The second definition is of 'sociological' para-

digm, a concept which is less concrete but sti1l observable.

Basically, it is an achievement as opposed to a theory"

The first two definitions are probably the mosL common

conceptions of paradigm. However, it is the third type, or

'meiaparadigm', which forms the definition centraL to this
thesis. It describes paradigm as a metaphysical notion or

entity far wider than theory and prior to it"
Ib is useful perhaps to diagram the concept of paradigm

in the context of this specific definition and in reference

to theory, Iaws, and then practice. These elements form

linkages which can be represented simplistically by the fo1-

lowing chain:

25 Margaret
Lakatos

Masterman, "The Nature of Paradigß", in Imre
and ÀIan Musgrave, Critic:!_s¡q_e¡¡i The Growth of

ge University Press , 1970).Knowledqe (Cambridge: Cambrid
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PARADI

UhnRTICULATËP
ËæE:=ã 

-tC:¡ær--q_-?

,,^EÏÄPHYSlcJl-G::¡r-:::r=t-lr--- 

-tARNEULATEP P[+fSEAL

Tl4EORlr

AETIÕN
J. LI,USTRÀTI ON 4 Z Paradigm Sequence

The paradigm, operating at a metaphysical leveI, provides

the framework or basie assumptions from which theory and

rules can be derived and formulated. On this level, the

paradigm, is a perceived notion whose strength is dependent

upon the degree to which it is generally accepted.

Theory and laws operate in the physical sphere. They are

tangible manifesLations of the broader belief sysLem (para-

digm) and outline HOW those ideas wilI be implemented in

specific situations and conditions. They become, in fact,

the 'tools' through which the paradigm operates. These ten-

ets are frequently set down in writing in professional

codesr textbooks and other forms of desiderata'. The fact

that they are clearly articulated and available and the par-

adigm is not, often leads to confusion about the distinction

between the two levels and the mistaken combination of the

two into one sphere of ambiguous dimension.
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The theory to practice Iinkage is fairly obvious in spite

of the discrepancies which often occur between the professed

and the applied. In general, the means prescribed through

formal theory and methodology are eventually implemented.

One may note that the correlation between these spheres

does not form a vertical structure. The interaction is not

Spontaneous, but forged over time. Therefore, when SuSpend-

ed over a time line, there is Some degree of lag from incep-

tion of the paradigm until its effects are translated

through to practice. This skew over time becomes particu-

larly significant in the discussion of paradigm change

undertaken in subsequent chapters.

2.2 EMERGENCE OF THE PARÀDTGM

Having defined the idea system and affixed the label

'paradigm' to facilitate further reference, it is important

to consider the process by which these paradigms originate

and operate. In doing So¡ we appeal again to the work of

Thomas Kuhn. It should be remembered that his observations

and descriptions were formed in reference to the scientific

community. This becomes evident in some of his definitions.

The principles, however, are equally applicable to other

professions and society at Iarge.

Kuhn presents a sequence through which ideas emerge, con-

census is built, and a particular paradigm is eventuall!'Z

adopted. Initially, in any field, there are many opposing
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school-s of thought which each claim a number of areas that

their position explains. Each group is free to draw from

the existing body of knowledge the aspecLs which they par-

ticularly find useful. One theory can lead to another' pro-

viding the point of departure for an ensuing one, or they

can be very separate and distinct in their derivations.

Certain fundamental disagreements exist in these initial

theories which fuel the quest for more explicit and compre-

hensive resolutions to that research question or subject.

As we will remember' concensus is germane to any para-

digm. lt also represents, however, one of the great diffi-

culties involved in the establishment of new paradigms.

There are a number of reasons that concensus is difficult to

build:
o Initially, all of the theoríes are given egual rele-

vance. There is no means of priorizing them, therefore,

one has as much c Ia im t.o i ts adherents' loyalty as the

next.

o Early collections of data and findings are usually very

casual, making full argument and articulation of a pre-

paradigm idea confusing to undertake and to accept.

o The nay in which the existing data are combined and jux-

taposed make clear conclusions difficult to derive.

EarIy paradigmatic development is characterized by a div-

ergence of interpretations derived by individuals describing

and interpreting the particular situation and information in

different ways. These divergences soon disappear, however,
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The 'weeding-out' occurs as a preparadigm school, focusing

on a specialized part of the larger and unmanageable pool of

facts, etc. begins to emerge. Discussing this process, Kuhn

states:

In order to be accepted as a paradigm, a theory
must seem better than its competitors, but it need
not, and in fact never does, explain all the facts
with which it is confronted. 2 6

Preparadigm concensus promotes further advancement in

spite of its weaknesses. It ends interschol-astic debates

which were based on the reiteration of fundamentals. Then,

more precise work is encouraged. Because the focus is no

longer on the assimilation of the entire field of pertinent

facts, sc ient i sts can concern themselves more fu1ly with

specific areas. and perform intensive research' The back-

ground is novr justified by the paradigm so work can move

f orward on t,he assumpt ions it provides. Other schools of

thought disappear as members of the community either adopt

the nevr paraQigm or, remaining with their former ideas, are

no longer recognized by the profession.

Paradigms are not always conceived or adopted in a com-

lete or fuIIy mature form. Being 'dynamic' structures in

some senses, they continue to be detailed and articulated

for some time after their inception. This is not forcibly

the case with all paradigms, noneLheless, Kuhn cautions, "We

must recognize how very limited in both scope and precision

26 Thomas S
2nd ed.
18.

Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
(Ctricago: University of Chicago Press, 1970), p,
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a paradigm can be at the time of its first appearance."2T

He compares newly adopted paradigms to an accepted judicial

decision in the common law which is "an object of further

articulation and specification under new and more stringent

conditions. " 28 More precise paradigms "are obtained by the

el-imination of ambiguities that the original form had

retained. " 2e

The extent to which the paradigm wiIl ever become explic-

it, hov¡ever is limited by the exigency of breadth" The par-

adigm must allow for sufficient flexibiILy. If it is too

restrictive by being too descriptive, it can provide no room

for exploration and problem-solving. If it is pared down to

only the factors which hold true unequivocally, there is no

longer room to test and continue to discover'

2.3 FI'NCTTOTq_QE_jèBÀDIGMS.

Àny discussion of process necessarily leads to questions

about the funcbion paradigms perform. They are significant

social instruments in a number of vrays. For instance, in

discussing the hierarchy of values, Elizabeth Drews comment-

ed:

Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
(chicago: uniîersity"i Chicago Press , 1970) , p.

28 Thomas s
2nd ed"
23.

Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
(chicago;@cãgo Press, 1970), p.

27 Thomas S
2nd ed"
¿5.

2s Thomas s
2nd ed"
34.

Kuhn,
( chicago;

1 n i f ic Revolut.
University of Ch cago Press, p'
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One of the aspects of our lives about which we
have no choice at all is that we must, and do,
make choices continualiy. Indeed, to live is to
choose. 3 o

However, wit,h the enormous number of decisions to be made

and the changes which are constantly occurring in both the

individual and society, it is extremely difficult if not

impossible to distinguish in a significant $¡ay between the

available options without. Some form of framework which

organizes values into an hierarchal system. Paradigms per-

form this function. In acting as a field of action, they

infl-uence behavior in such a vray that it "gravitates towards

the most highly valued part of the fieId. " 3 1 Paradigms

become, therefore I a polrerful guide to action. In this

regard¡ wê might consider as an example Christopher Colum-

bus. He "woufd never have thought to set sail westward had

he not had an image of the round world, and a high value in

his system for spices."32 By the same token, "À11 the horse

collars in the world did not suffice to abolish slavery

unt i I the image of a f ree soc iety became dominant. " 3 3

Àction, therefore, is based on and centers around the ideas

and val-ues of the dominant paradigm.

3o Elizabeth M. Drews,
VaIues (Mento Park,
August 1970), p. 11.

3 1 Kenneth Boulding,
of Michigan Press,

32 Kenneth Boulding,
of Michigan Press,

3 3 Kenneth BouIding,
of Michigan Press,

Policv Implications of a Hierarchv of
CA: Stanford Research InsLitute,

The Imaqe (Ann Àrbor, Mich.: University
115.1977) , p.

The Image (enn Arbor, Mich": University
122.1977) , p.

The Image (ann Arbor, Mich: Universíty
121 

"
1977ì,, p.
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In terms of smalfer communities such as science and other

professions, paradigms reduce the scope of investigation and

focuS actiOn on a narrower range of concerns and queStions.

One of the reasons why normal science seems to
progress so rapidly is that its practitioners con-
centrate on problems that only their ovrn lack of
ingenuity shõuld keep them f rom sol-ving. t o

Once the reception of a common paradigm has freed
the scientific community from the need constantfy
to re-examine its first principles, the members of
that community can concentrate exclusively on the
subtlest and most esoteric of the phenomena that
concern it.3 5

Paradigms, therefore, dictate which problems need to be

solved. "Paradigms provide scientists not only with a map

but also with some directions for map-making."36 From the

concise framework that a paradigm affordsr SCientists are

welI equipped to begin problem-solving. Both their effec-

tiveness and efficiency is enhanced by means of Lhe paradigm

they fo11ow.

The paradigm not only directs and dictates the course of

research and pursuit of specific Aoals, but also provides a

means of evaluating the resultant findings. With a paradigm

in place, "the range of anticipated and thus assimilable

results is always small compared with the range that imagi-

S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
(chicago: un-Iversitt of Chicago Press, 1970), p.

Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolut.ions
(chicago:@ Chicago Press, 1970), p.

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

3 4 Thomas
2nd ed
37.

3 5 Thomas S
2nd ed.
164 .

3 6 Thomas s
2nd ed.
109"

" Kuhn,
( chicago: , 1970), p
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nation can conceive."37 The solution to the problems artic-

ulated by means of the paradigm must be within cerLain

ruLes, also embodied in the paradigm, that determine the

nature of the solution and the steps to get there.

In summary, the paradigm is catalytic in its ro1e. It

provides a means to accomplishing ends beyond itself; ends

which v¡ithout the paradigm vehicle could not have been

achieved with the same efficiency. The paradigm establishes

a groundwork of assumptions from which further steps can be

taken, and irnposes order on the pursuit of espoused goals.

rn short, it "determines the patterns of theory, meaningful

questions, the legitimate interpretations, etc., .within
which theoretical speculation is bounded for as long as that

particular conceptual scheme retains intellectual authority

wi thin the . . . sc ience concerned. " 3 8

Thomas Kuhn described the uncovering of a hitherto

unknown phenomenon, like paradigm, as a necessarily "complex

event, one which involves recognizing both that something is

and what it is."3e This chapter has been the atLempL to

highlight these two factors: the existence of the phenom-

37 Thomas s
2nd ed.
ttr

Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revol-utions
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970), p.

38 Imre Lakatos and AIan Musgrave, Criticism and The Growth
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,of Knowledqs

1970), p. 40.

3 s Thomas
Znd ed
55 

"

S. Kuhn,
(chicago:

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
University of Chicago Press, 1970), p.
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enon, and how it operates. Both subjects will be developed

further in subsequent chapters as we consider in detail a

contemporary paradigm and then focus specifically on the

mechanism for change each paradigm embodies" It is suffi-

cient to reaffirrn at this point that a phenomenon herein

described as paradigm does exist and commands a particular

form of adherence.
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APTERs
Most persons think that a

state in order to be haPPY

ough! to be large; but even

if they are right, theY have

no idea of what is a large

and what is a small ståte.
Àr i stot 1e



Chapter III

A CONTEMPORARY PARÀDIGM

The observations of Thomas Kuhn and others in reference

to science apply equally welI to all professions. Paradigms

are a fundamental part of the operation of all societal

groups. without such theoretical constructs, there is no

basis for the initial and elementary concensus from which

they or iginate.
Although the planning profession has long lamented t.he

absence of some body of doctrine or professional credo of

its own to guide action, it is not immune to the influence

of paradigms. Planning has and does follow very definite

paradigms, the essence of which are embodied in its litera-

ture and evidenced in the products of planning efforts and

intervent ions.

One of the most pervasive of these paradigms is the one

which dominates current planning thought. Although it has

been variously named, the basic content of this modern para-

digm is growth; the emphasis on guantity and prog.ress

through accumulation. Indeed, this concept is not restrict-

ed only to planning, but pervades every aspect of the modern

world.1

Another planning paradigm which
digm is that of maximization

parallels
of power

growth para-
profit." It

the
and

32
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3.1 ORIGINS OF GROWTH

Growth, per se, had its origins with those of civiliza-

tion. It is rooted in man's historical pursuit of 'Prog-

ress' . The word 'progress' is from the Latin verb

PROGREDIOR, meaning 'going forward'. However, it is impor-

tant to note that "Progress is not a function of mere chro-

nology; the earlier is not always l-ower nor is t.he latest

necessarily the beSt. " 2 Rather, it involves the realization

of values; "val-ues that were not but novr are' and are yeL to

be . tt3

Progress has not always been equated with growth. In

fact, it is a relatively recent connotation. CIassical

antiquity was dominated by t,he concept of cultural degenera-

tion which depicted man's predicament as a process of

decline from what was once a Golden Age. The deterioration

occurred gradually through successive periods, from.the ages

of Silver and Bronze tc I ron, whose labels ref lect t,he

change. Classical writers perceived themselves as being

within the Iron Age and many, such as Hesiod in his Works

and Davs lamented the loss of the bygone utopian initial

state created by the gods.

accounts for the tendency towards greater concentration of
production and distribution in fewer and fewer hands"
Although simultaneously operative, these paradigms are
distinct and separate entities.

2 Radoslav A. Tsanoff, Cívilization and Progress ( Lex i ngton :
University Press of Kentucky, 1971), p. 13.

Proqress3 Radoslav A. Tsanoff, Civilization and
University Press of Kentucky, 1971), p" 2.

(Lexington:
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The sense of progress in the classical world is repre-

sented by their paral1el belief in eternal recurrence or

"the cyclical recapitulation of the forms of material exis-

tence."4 This return to a past condition, however, was seen

as largely beyond the conscious control of man. The cycli-

cal progress depended entirely on forces superior to those

of mortal-s.

In spite of the dominance of these concepts, there was

some acknowledgement of man's independent ability to prog-

ress in other cl-assical writings. We find reference to

directive intelLigence in the work of Lucretius (c.9a-55)

the Epicurean poet as well as in thase of Àristotle. Roman

writers were somewhat more explicit in their advocacy of

human initiative as a means for achieving progress. Cicero

(c.1 0a-43 ) declared in his PROGRESIoNIBUS, "from small

beginnings, men proceed to larger gains and advantages."5

Seneca (c.4-65), however, believed this progress was cor¡tin-

gent upon a conscious decision to return to the simple,

rational life of the past Golden Age.

The medieval world saw human progress defined in the

Christian tradition. The'providential outlook' depicted

"human life, past and present (as) under Divine Providence"6

4 Radoslav À. Tsanoff ,
University Press of

s Radoslav À. Tsanoff,
University Press of

Civilization and Progress (lexington:
Kentucky, 1971),

Civilization and Pro res s (Lexington:
Kentucky, p"

p.26.

6 Radoslav À. Tsanoff, Civilization and Progress ( lex i ngton l
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with the full meaning of God's judgement eventually to come

in some solemn finalit.y. Protestantism rejected the idea of

human progress by man's own efforts believing that good

works are only performed by grace. Man, by virtue of the

faII of Adam, inherited evil. His situation became a hope-

l-ess downward spi raI .

The 17th century and the Renaissance marked the turning

point in men's thinking in two significant areas; the

authority they recognized and, the direction and range of

their interests. This in turn affected their concept of

progress. Renaissance man was less and less affected by

ecclesiastical leaders and authority. He no longer relied

solely on the doctrines of the church but sought to discover

truth through observation, experiment and critical analysis.

This self-reliance fostered a more secular outlook. There

was still, however, some question as to where to turn to

find assured truth or to have the new discoveries confirmed

as important. The result vras widespread skepticism about

the ner.r ideas. Thi s "unstable borderland between creat ive

zeal and indecision became characteristic of Lhe Renais-

sance. tt7

Writers

throughout

icant were

and thinkers grappled with these difficulties

the period of transition. Among the most signif-

Erasmus (1466-1 536), Montaigne( 1 533-1 592) Giordano

7 Radoslav A
University

University Press of Kentucky, 1971), p" 35.

. Tsanof f , C-ivil:Lza'B:Lsr¡-and P-f ogress (r,exington;
Press of Kentucky, 1971'), p" 63.
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Bruno ( 1 548-1 600 ) and BIa i se Pascal (1 623-1 662) , They were

initiall-y skeptical and often concl-uded with pessimism about

man's ability to better his situation by virtue of his rea-

son alone. In spite of early misgivings, however, the

belief in man's capacity to progress and advance toward

higher goals continued to grow. Henry More(1614-1687 ) pre-

sented the notion of 'boniform faculty' which explored the

positive power for progressive goodness in man. Thomas Bur-

net ( 1 635-1715 ) But forward the doctrine of 'cosmic prog-

ressivism', extending the belief in man's progress not only

throughout his own lifetime, but throughout eternity.

The essence of t,he 17th century belief in progress and

its counterarguments are also anticipated in the works of

Machiavelli(1469-1527) and Rabelais(1490-1553). They both

rejected the providential tradition of medieval tines but

dif fered in the degree to which they felt men $tere capable

of progressing of their own volition. Francis Bacon, also

caught up in the optimism about human progress, declared:

By far the greatest obstacle to the progress of
science and to the undertaking of new tasks and
provinces therein, i s found in thi s--that men
despair and think things impossible.s

The idea of progress also affected social philosophy as evi-

denced in the works.of Thomas Hobbes(1588-1679), John Locke

and Descartes(1596-1650). rn brief, "men became keenly

aware of themselves and their daily experience, of their

I Radoslav A. Tsanof f , CiviI:Lza'E:þn and-Proqrgss
University Press of Kentucky, 1971), p" 72"

( Lex i ngton :
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needs and opportunities and prospects."e

If the 17th century moved toward a more definite grasp

and expression of the theory of progress, then the 18th cen-

tury gave systematic philosophical formulation to it. Trust

and belief in progress came into ful1 bloom--in many cases

to the extreme and a boundless sense of optimism. Many rad-

ical reforms were initiated aS a result of the "confidence

in the power of spreading enlighLenment to emancipate men

and guide them to ever-increasing progress in every direc-

tion."1o To some degree, however, the development of the

philosophy of progress was stilI tempered by the continued

questioning of man's actual capacity to achieve it..

In the 19th and 20th centuries, beliei in unending his-

torical progress has been the modern man's religion. It was

firmly entrenched that progress is "marked not by a finality

of attainment but by a more steadily assured upward direc-

tion. " 1 1 Increasingly, the 'steadily assured upward direc-

tion' has become numerical rather than normative and that

utopian urge for material increase and security, rational-

ized as 'economic reason ' . 1 2 Progress became synonymous

s Radoslav A. Tsanoff, Civilization and Proqress (lexington:
University Press of Kentucky, 1971), p. 189.

lo Radoslav A. Tsanoff,
tons University Press o

I I Radoslav A" lsanoff,
ton: University Press

Civ r ( lex i ng-
Kentucky,1971 p. 88.

Civilization and lreqr€€Ê (lexing-

r

of Kentucky, 1971), p. 280"
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with growth.

Industrialism played a particularly significant role in

establishing this nevl perspective. The ethos of the indus-

trial system and its measurement of success is "the capacity

to increase production in response to wants of its olrn cre-

at i on . " 1 3 Thi s translated into exponent ial and economic

growth of unparalleled proportions. If the moving spirit

behind economic growth could speak, its motto would undoubt-

edly be 'enough does not suf f ice' . 1 4

By the 1960's growth was professed as one of the social

priorities which had to be accomodated. "Growth," Druckers

declared, "is a necessary goal of a modern economy"15 and

I'hre certa inly can no longer leave ( i t ) out of the model of

the economy."16

Thus, 'progress', in the modern sense, is almost entirely

an economic concept, and economic theory is based on the

principle of maximization. According to Erich Jantsch, "The

rate of increase in income and output in the NationaL lncome

and Gross National Product, together with the amount of

12 Erich Jantsch, Desiqn For Evolution (¡lew
Braziller, 19751, p. 203.

York: George

13 
"lohn Kenneth Galbraith, The New Industrial State (BosLon:
Houghton Mif flin Company,

14 E.J. Mishan, Growth: The
Press, 1969), p. 163.

I s Peter F. Drucker,
Harper & Row, 1969),

1 6 Peter E' " Druc ker ,
Harper & Row, 1969) ,

Staple s

The Ase of Discontinuity (New York;
p. 144 .

The Aqe of Discontinuity (Hew York:

1971 ) , p.

Pr ice We

134 .

Pay (London:

p. 148 
"
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unemployment remains the aIl but exclusive measure of social

achievementrrlT as opposed to 'progresS' in any other SenSe.

The appeal to economic rather than other less quantitative

values is not difficutt to understand. Values like the

quality of life are subjective and disputable. "CuIturaI

and aesthetic progreSs cannot be eaSily measured...Gross

National Product on the other hand, (is) objective and meas-

urable."1I Jantsch concludes ruefuIIy that "to many it wiIl

always seem better to have measurable progress Lowards the

v¡rong goalS than unmeasurable and hence' uncertain progress

toward the right ones. " 1 e

The subject of 'rightness' Òr 'wrongness' is addressed in

ensuing chapters. Suffice it to say for the moment, there-

fore, that the current social paradigm equates progress with

growth. Planning, which falls under the influence of the

paradigm, is similarily grovrth-oriented. since, by defini-

tion I a paradigm is the prevailing idea system from which

theory and methodology are derived, there should be evidence

of the growth orientation in the tools and equations pres-

ently in use, as well as in the basic premises upon which

the profession is built"

17 Erich Jantsch, Desisn For Evo1ut!q¡ (¡¡ew York: George
Braziller , 1975) , p. 4i 0 

"

1 I Erich Jantsch, Design For Evolution (Hew Yorks George
Braziller, 1975), p.410.

I s Erich Jantsch,
Braziller, 1975) ,

Ðqsion _Eor_ Evolut io-II
p. 41 .

(Hew York s George
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3"2 THE GROWTH ORTENTATION IN PIANNING PRACTICE

Planning is a multi-dimensional undertaking, but in the

context of the current paradigm, it essentially becomes the

vehicle through which growth in all areas can be accomodated

in an orderly and efficient manner. It answers the question

"How shall we grovr?n20 at the level of the community. The

Goodman text, Pr inc iples and Practice of Urban Pl-anninq, was

written a number of years ago at a time when the growth par-

adigm was aS yet seriously uncontested. It provides a number

of insights into the role of planning during the height of

its adherence to the paradigm. For example,

There can be growth in many directions, on differ-
ent scales and on diverse fron-
tiers...P1anning... is thus becoming a vital
instrument for quidinq urban qroh'th and providing
a brealthful and aesthetically pleasing community
environment.2l

The achievement of this function or role consists of three

procesbes: "formulating objectives and criteria, obtaining

and organizing information, and designing, oÍ the creatiorr

of a possible set of action"--tt22 all of which eventually

came to be embodied in the ultimate tool of planning, the

'Comprehensive' or 'Master PIan'.

2a william
Plann i ng
Àssoc. ,

I. Goodman, êd., Principles and Practice of Urban
(washington,D.C.;International City Managers

1968), p. 106.

21 william
Plann i n

I. Goodman, êd.,
(washington,D.C

1968), p. 106.
o

Principles and Practice of Urban
. ¡ InLernational City Managers

Àssoc. ,

22 WiIliam
Plann i nq
Assoc. ,

I. Goodman, €d., Princip-Les and Practice of Urþên
(washington,D.C.: International City Managers

1 968 ) , p. 25Q.
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Dur ing the late 1 960' s and early 1 970' s the
primary mission of urban planning agencies,
regardless of organizational form $¡as Iikely to
revol-ve around the preparat ion of comprehensive
plans for long-range development.23

By definition, the comprehensive plan is "an official public

document adopted by a local government as a poJ-icy guide to

decisions about the physical development of the communi-

ty.t'24 In substance, they became the envisionment of the

city's collective growth potential 20 to 30 years into the

future. The very development of the master planning concept

hinged on faith in the growth potential of the particul-ar

urban precincts. The master plan was a manifesto of opti-
mism about the future of the city concerned and publication

of a plan became a sign of 'progressive' planning action.
In these comprehensive pIans, "concern with the quatity

of urban development, apart from sheer quantity was a retro-
grade notion. To be bigger meant, ipso facto, to be better,
and planning marched forward under the watchword 'Grow or

Die' . " 2 5 The goal and intent statements of t,hese plan docu-

ments clearly illustrate this orientation and objective"
During the second half of the nineteenth century,
the population of Chicago increased fr.om thirty
thousand to two millions of people. Today alt

23 WiIliam
Plann i nq
Assoc. ,

24 Wiiliam
PIann i nq
Àssoc. ,

2 5 william
Plann i nq

I Goodman, €d., Princioles and P ractice of Urban
(Washington,Ð.C.:

1968), p. 282.
International City Managers

I. Goodman, €d., Principles and Practice of_Ulþan
(washington,D. C. : International City I'fanagers

1968), p. 349.

I. Goodman, êd., Principles and Practice of Urban
( Washington,D"C.:

Assoc " , 1969), p. zg.
International City Managers
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conditions point to continued gains. The days of
chance and uncertainty are past. The days of
doubtful ventures are gone, and the hazards of new
frontiers. The elements which make for the great-
ness of the city are known to be permanent and men
realize that the time has novr come to build confi-
dently on foundations already Iaid.

The growth of the city has been so rapid that
it has been impossible to plan for the great
influx of people, surging like a human tide to
spread itself wherever opportunity for profitable
labor of fered pIace. 2 6

Chicago is now facing the momentous fact that fif-
ty years hence, when the chil-dren of today are at
the height. of their povrer and influence, this city
will be larger that London; that is, larger than
any existing city. Not even an approximate esti-
mate can be ventured as to just how many millions
the city will contain.2T

These excerpts were taken from an early master plan for

Chicago, f.irst compiled shortly after the WorId Exposition,

A similar perspective is also evident in the equival-ent

planning document for the city of Toronto.

Toronto is growing and changing dramatical-
Iy...There will be a vast amount of new develop-
ment and massive redevelopment. We must plan to
seize this great potential and channel it intelli-
gently, to produce a really fine city that will
work well and be a source of pride and pleasure to
its citizens. UnIess this happens, Toronto could
become another megalopolitan chaos, êD asphalt
jungler a prison for its people. We face a tre-
mendous challenge I a great responsibility and a
v¡onderful opportunity. 2 I

26 Daniel H. Burnham and Edward H. BenneLt,
(Hew York: Da Capo Press, 1970), p. 32.

27 Daniel H. Burnham and Edward H. Bennett,
(Hew York: Da Capo Press, 1970), p. 33,

PIan of ltr:lgegg

Plan of Çhicaqo

28 ProposaLs for a New PIan for Toronto
pránñiñE Boáid, 1966), p. 7

(city of Toronto
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In order to compile these documents, there had to be a

quantitative base for their forecasts. Hence, the impor-

tance of the many mathematical and statistical models which

have become essential components of the 'kit bag' of plan-

ning. The demographic and economic models subsequently

developed aIl assume net increase over time.

It is useful to look at some of these model-s and equa-

tions in greater detail. First, 1et us consider the popula-

tion models. They are important since "analysis and project-
ion of population are at the base of all major planning

decisions."2e Àccording to Goodman's definition, projection

involves using "facts about a population at earlier points

in time to reach conclusions aboui the population at later
points in time."30 This definition fails to mention that

the underlying assumption in any projection equation is the

principle of net increase over time. ÀIthough the percent-

age by which population is anticipated to increase differs
from model to model and eguation to equation, there is
always a multiplier involved.

There are numerous projection techniques in common usage,

ranging from ratio and analogue methods, natural increase

and net imigration, to those involving graphic and mathemat-

ical extrapoJ-ation. The figure below illustrates some of

2s william
Plann i ng
Assoc . ,

3o william
PIann i nq

I. Goodman, €d,, PrÍnciples and Practice of Urban
Washington,D.C": International Cíty Managers

I . Goodman , êd. , Pr inc ip_les and Pract ice _o:E Llrban
(Washington,D.C. i InternaLional City t-tanagérs

1968), p. 51.

Àssoc., 1968), p. 54,
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these basic strategies,

A

Pop0lôt¡on
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Populrtion
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r+2 t+ t t+l
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t+2 t+3
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t¡me; B, conslaill þercenlagc change f'et uûit ol time; C, tyþi.al loßisti. îurves; D, con.
slonl þercentoge decrcase in unlß¿d. capacily ín eoch titne þer¡od,)

TLLUSTRÀTTON 5: Populat i on Projections

Principles of Planning Practice,(Goodman,
p.58)

In spite of the range of complexity these methods represent,

we readily recognize the previously mentioned assumption of

population increase over time. In the end' evpry equation

becomes a reflection, Lo some degree, of that straightfine

increase. In fact, tracing the evolution of projection

techniques, Goodman concludes that:



Thus, the methodology, being

ple, came full circle. The

predict and depict the extent

f.ii I l- iam I . Goodman , €d. ,
Plat¡n i nq (washington , Ð'C
Assoc. , 1968) , p. 60.
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to the growth princi-

of every methoC is to

growth in the popula-

or Í enta-

complex

to pro-

growth

the 'straight-line' approaches which make a few
simple assumptions and project a single aggregate,
were the first stage in the evolution of a method.
The second stage was the use of complex assump-
tions, expressed in voluminous exponential equa-
tions, to project the same single aggregate. In
the contemporary standard practice, which may be
called the third stage, demographers deal with
many components of the population and have gone
back to making simple straight-forward assump-
tions.31

tethered

essenc e

to which

t ion can be ant ic ipated. 3 2

Economic models and studies display a similar

tion. Whether it be input-output or industrial

analyses, and economic simulation, they are designed

vide quantitative indications of the degree to which

wilI occur

Contingent upon the economic and demographic projections

are aII those models and equations dealing with land use

allocation, transportation, public utilities and community

facilities. Taken coIlectively, the resultant extrapolated

figures provide the basis for predicting and planning the

dimensions of the future city.

3f

32 Growth is so much a part of the vocabulary that
es where there is a net decrease anticipated in
lation it is referred to as 'negative growth'.

Principles and Practice of Urban
; International City Managers

even cas-
the popu-
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One may agree that growth is an integral part of any

human system; a biological rather than paradigm-induced con-

cept. However, the growth orientation in question here "is
not growth in the same sense as a living organism grows.tr3s

Àlthough frequently confused, the economic and physical

growth which has become the hallmark of current planning and

societal objective, involves "expansion and unbridled con-

sumption."34 Subscription to grovrth in this sense has never

been formalized and institutionalized to the same extent

that it has since its adoption in the form of the modern

paradigm. The elevaticn of growth to the level of a common-

Iy held goal and priority is what makes it paradigmatic and

remarkable as a social phenomenon. As Kuhn suggests, the

fact that a particular conceptual scheme gains sufficient
intellectual authority to "determine Lhe patterns of theory,

the meaningful questions, and the legitimate interpreta-

tions" 3 5 within which action and practice are bounded, is

enough to distinguish it as something more than a biological-

sense. Certainly one cannot question the extent to which

the growth paradigm has done that.

3 3 Kenneth E. F. Watt , THE TITANIC EFFECT: Planninq For The
Unthinkable (Stamford, Conn.; Sinauer Associates, Inc.,
1974), p. 20.

34 Kenneth E.F. Watt, THE TITANIC EFFECT: Planninq For The
Unthinkable (Stamford, Conn. : Sinauer Àssociates, lnc. ,
1974), p. 20"

5 Thomas S. Kuhn,
2nd ed, , (chicago:
40.

3 The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
University of Chicago Press, 1970) , p.
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HAPTER 4
The fact that something is...

does not mean that it ought

to be so.

I ra G]6sser



Chapter IV

CHANGE ÀND PARADIGMS

To this point, wê have discussed the nature and role of

idea systems generally I as weIl as considering in some

detail the aspects of a specific idea system known as'para-

digm'. At the outset it was important to define the concept

of paradigm and focus on its peculiar role and function. In

so doing it vras appropriate to explore the features of a

contemporary paradigm, 'growth', significant in íts direct

application or connection Lo current planning process.

Having established a basic understanding of the paradigm

phenomenon, it is now possible to attempt a more detailed

description of some of its internal processes, particularly

the mechanism through which paradigms change. ( This addi-

tional exploration, in turn, moves us toward the more spe-

cific applicability of paradigmatic understanding to plan-

ning and discussion of the significance of conÈemporary

events relative to this broader cycIe.

4.1 THE CONTEXT

As a preface to the subject of paradigm

cussion of t,he concept of 'context' is in

pher Alexander advocates that "the context

change,

order.

def ines

some dis-
Chr i sto-

the prob-

48
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Iem". l This is certainiy the case with any paradigm. It

does not evolve independently, but represents the attempt to

deal with a particular situation or set of circumstances.

As mentioned previously, the paradigm facilitates ordering

and priorizing within a certain context.

The context is comprised of multivarious aspects and one

must agree in principle with Àlexander when he finally con-

cluded, "Unfortunately, we cannot give an adequate descrip-

tion of Lhe conLext we are dealing with".2 rt represents

such numerous elements that the ensemble is difficult to

package within a single, neat definition. À general

description is possible however, and for the most part, ade-

quate for our purposes.

Typically, in defining context, Lhe attempt is made to

identify certain broad categories or groups of factors which

comprise it. This process of simplification proves useful

in understanding the concept implied by the word context.

For instance, in studying human systems, Erich Jantsch deals

with the question of context and eventually characterizes it

as having two components: one is the 'physical mileu', con-

sisting of "the totality of physical systems in and with

which man interacts",3 and the other he calls 'civilization'

Christopher Alexander, Notes On The Synthesi
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1971), p.15.

Chr i stopher Àlexander , Notes on the - Svnt.hes i s of-Ep¡nr
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1971), p" 20"

Erich Jantsch, Des.!gn-Eet EvoIuLion (Hew York: George Bra-
ziller, 1975), p. 52.

2

J
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which is "the totality of social systems with their

multiplicity of interactions between their members".4 These

two notions, physical mileu and civilization, offer a fairly

concise outline of what comprises the larger aggregate lre

call 'context' and wilI form the basis of its definition

within this thesis.

There is often a tendency to regard one or the other of

these factorS as the primary operative element in deterrnin-

ing social phenomena. However, so far as paradigms are con-

cerned, one must regard the composite structure which these

factors collectively represent. It is important to clarify

then, that for the purpose of our discussion, the 'context'
designates the sum total of all social, environmental, cul-

tural and economic factors and infLuences of which the

'world' as vre know it is comprised.

4"2 CONTEXTUÀL FIT

In their evofution, all paradigms seek to reflecL their

context as accurately as possible. The context is the foun-

dation upon which the paradigm is constructed. Its premises

stem from the specific features which characterize the con-

text at that given point in time. Therefore, "the rightness

of the form (paradigm) depends...on the degree to which it

fits the rest of the ensemble".s This 'goodness of fit' is

a Erich Jantsch,
ziller , 1975) ,

Design _Esl-Ey_oIut ion (Hew York: George Bra-
p. 52.

s christopher
( Cambr i dge :

Alexander,
7Harvard University Press, 197

h
p"

I f Form
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one of the primary reasons that new paradigms are initially

adopted. Their close fit with their context accounts for

their effectiveness in dictating and directing action.

Changes are constantly taking place within the contextual

wor1d. Each aspect evolves after its own pattern in con-

junction with all other aspects, shaping, reshaping and

being reshaped to form a composite environment or 'context'

which is never consistently the same. Àlthough one has the

impression that his world remains the Same, ffiâintaining

equilibrium at least for considerable blocks of time, this

is not so. At best, it retains "a precarious and temporary

equi I ibr ium" . 6 By the same token, even our collect ion of

ideas, facts and knowledge do not remain the same. None are

an "abiding possession" r nor in themselves are "assured of

permanence. No idea remains inalterably vaIid".7 The illu-

sion of stable equilibrium is a function of our limited

ability to perceive chauges on all but the most obvious lev-

els. Thus, unaware of aII the transactions taking p1ace, we

continue to regard our world as 'the Same' until such time

as the differences in it become sufficiently extensive and

obvious to draw our attention.

With changes in the context, the premises upon which the

paradigm is built are altered. These changes invalidate the

paradigm. Hence,

6 Erich Jantsch, Ðesiqn For Evolut i on (tqew York r George Bra-
ziller , 1975) , P. 55.

7 Radoslav A. Tsanof f , Civilization And P-roqress (r,exington:
University Press of Kentucky, 1971), p. 314.
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what appears as good at one leve1 may turn into
evil at t,he next higher l-evel-; that is, in the
Iight of the purposes which emerge there more
clearly; and that which made sense in a given
framework may become non-sense.8

As the paradigm's validity diminishes, what occurs is a

situation which Alexander calls 'misfit',"any state of

affairs in the ensemble which derives from the interaction

between form (paradigm) and context, and causes stress in

the ensemble" . s These ' stresses' signi fy the need for a

corresponding change--a change in the paradigm. Understand-

ing the process by which this corol-Iary change occurs is

quite cruc ia1.

4.3 ANOMALY ÀND PARÀDIGM CHANGE

The paradigm , by nature and structure, is 'dq=igned' Lo

change. In fact, the turnover from one paradigm to the next

is an integral part of the organization and definition of

the phenomenon. In order to ailow for significant progress,

paradigms must be dynamic. The process by which the changes

occur is, however, âs controversial as it is essential.

Thomas Kuhn is responsible for articulating the majority

of the ideas on the topic. The bulk of his writings and

observations address the issue of change and transition from

one paradigm to another. Essentially' Kuhn traces aIl

changes in paradigms to 'anomaly' or phenomena which do noL

I Er i ch Jant, sch ,
ziIIer , 1975) ,

Desiqn For Evolution (New York: George Bra-
p" 223.

e christopher
( Cambr idge:

Alexander, Notes On The Synthesis Of Form
Harvard University Press, 1971), p" 101.



correspond to paradigm-induced

terman defines the concept of

that:

expectations.

anomaly more

5r

Margaret Mas-

ful1y, stating

Àn anomaly is an untruth, or a should-be-soluble-
but-is-insoluble problem, ot a germane but unwel-
come result, or a contradiction, or an obscurity,
which is thrown up by the paradigm itself being
pushed too far. 1o

Her definition stands complete except perhaps to re-

emphasize that the source of the contradiction originates

within the paradigm itself. "The anomaly, to be a true âno-

maly, has got to be produced from within the paradigm."tt

Recognition of the anomaly is only possible relative to

the paradigm. It acts as a reference point from which to

judge all other phenomena. Kuhn believed this is because

such "novelty ordinarily emerges only for (those) who, know-

ing with precision what (they) shoul-d expect, (are) able to

recognize that something has gone v¡rongtt ' 1 2 Theref ore,

through application of the paradigm, its inherent weaknesses

are disclosed to those who are dealing with it.

1o Margaret Masterman, "The Nature Of Paradigm", in Imre
Lakatos and ÀIan Musgrave, Criticism and the Growth of
Knowledge (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 1970),
p. 82.

r I ì,largaret Masterman, "The Nature of Paradigffi" , in rmre
Lakatos and Alan Musgrave, Criticism and the Growth of
Knowledqe
p. 83.

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970),

1 2 Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions 2nd
ed., (chicago; Ùniversity of chicago Press,197A), p. 65'
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We also find reference to the concept of anomaly in the

works of ÀLexander. He placed considerable importance on

the role of anomafous findings in initiating necessary

changes. Describing the goal of the process as the achieve-

ment of 'good fit', he insists that difficulties with the

particular form or paradigm are signaled by the existence of

anomalies and incongruities. "It is through (such) misfit

that the problem originally brings itself to our atten-

tion,"13 Depending on the exteni of the anomaly, a process

is set in motion to al-ter the structure of the paradigm.

Conceptual changes are necessary so the anomal-ous can again

become the expected; so that a sense of'fit' is resLored"

When anomalies first appear, they are minimized by ad hoc

adjustments to theory and more detailed articulation of the

paradigm so as to resolve, âs much as possible, the apparent

conflict. This initiaL action represents the attempt to

neutralize "the incongruities, or irritants, or forces,

which cause misfit". 1 4 As more and more adjustments are

made to the paradigm, it becomes increasingly specific and

precise. At the same time, however, these adjustments loo-

sen the grasp of the current paradigm, making the discovery

and introduct ion of a new one less di f f icult . Kuhn

describes the process in the following manner:

1 3 christopher
( Cambr idge :

1 4 christopher
( Cambr idge I

Àlexander, Not,es

Press, 1971), p. 26.

On The Synthesis Of Form

ÀIexander, Notes On The Synthesis Of Form
Harvard University

Harvard University Press, 1971), p. 24.
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The more precise and far-reaching that paradigm
is, the more sensitive an indicator it provides of
anomaly and hence of an occasion for paradigm
change. 1 5

Not a1t anomalous occurrences lead to paradigm change.

The minor ones, as mentioned, are assimilated. Only those

which come under more generalized scrutiny are significant

in the process of change. As these more sizable anomalies

are discovered, they become the focus of research in them-

selves. The paradigm weakens as it is more widely recogniz-

ed that a basic flaw exists.

"AI1 crises begin, (therefore), with the blurring of a

paradigm and the conseguent loosening of the ruJ.es of normal-

research."l6 However, this is only likely to occur when the

fírst tradition is felt to have gone badly asbray. The time

frame from crisis to new paradigm can vary greatly. Kuhn

estimates that breakdowns in the accepted paradigm begin to

occur 10 to 20 years prior t.o the annunciation of a new one.

This new paradigm, when finally in place, invariably repre-

sents a direct response to the crisis created in the previ-

ous one.

1 s Thomas Kuhn,
€d., (chicagol

n ifi R v I 1 ns

r 6 Thomas Kuhn,
ed,, (chicago;

Th
Uníversity, of Chicago Press, 1970 p.

The_t$! r uc t U¡e_ o :L :f, c_ i e n t i f i _Bey o Lq.t i on s
Úniversíty of Chicago Press, 1970) , p,

2nð,
65.

2nd
84.
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4.4 THE PROCESS OF CHANGE

Having addressed briefly the key factors in the erosion

of established paradigms, it is important noll to examine in

more detail the nature of the change process. tnitially,

researchers set out to sofve the puzzles which the paradigm

identifies and not to discover a new paradigm or test the

existing one. Having adopted a particular paradigm, energy

is then expended almost exclusively on applying it. Once

assumed as the guide and reference, it need no longer be

questioned and reworked, only applied.

As mentioned, during the course of this general implemen-

tation, anomalies surface which can lead to an eventual cri-

sis situation where the inabilities of the paradigm are

highlighted. lühen it becomes apparent that these differenc-

es are irreconcilable, they cannot be ignored, and the para-

digm itself must be seriously scrutinized. In turning

attention toward the details of the actual paradigm, it

often becomes obvious that resolution of the anomalies lies

weII beyond its capacity to accomplish. The crisis created

by this realization initiates the search for an al-ternative

pa radi gm.

Once other alternatives exist and other postulates have

been forwarded, paradigm 'testing' is possible. This

paradigm testing occurs only after persistent
failure to solve a notewort.hy puzzLe has given
rise to crisis. And even then, it occurs only
after the sense of crisis has evoked an alternate
candidale for paradigm. I 7

17 Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Sc entific Revolutions Znd
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Unlike puzzle-solving which operates within the parameters

set by the paradigm, testing invoLves comparing new models

to those which exist and evaluating them all with reference

to the context at that point in time. It "involves compari-

son of both paradigms with nature and with each other".18

REVOLU1TION

The process involved in the overthrow of an established

paradigm is 'revolutionary' as opposed to 'evolutionary' .

The implication is one of deliberate change from one mode to

another as opposed to an incremental adjustrnent. The revo-

Iution represents "a special sort of change involving a cer-

tain sort of reconstruction of group commitment"tt. le

This distinction is an important one when we consider

what is i.n fact occurring as one paradigm is supplanted by

another. Àt the point of crisis or revolution, the o1d or

established paradigm has ceased to be an effective means of

describing the context and, therefore, its prescriptions are

also invalid. The new paradigm, therefore, cannot be merely

a variation of its predecessor. It must attempt to solve

some major question which the previous one did not.

ed., (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970), p
145 .

I I Thomas Kuhn,
êd., (chicago;

1s Thomas Kuhn,

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
University of Chicago Press, 1970) , p.

The Structure of Scientific Revolut.ions

2nd
77 .

2nd
p"Êd., (chicago:

181"
University of Chicago Press, 1970),
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For this reason, new paradigms and theories can only

occur with the destruction of o1d ones. The unresolvable

anomalies provoke review of the existing model and its Iimi-

tations. If there is a fundamental misfit between the para-

digm and context, then only a different approach can cure

the dischord.

If new theories are called forth to resolve anoma-
lies in the relation of an existing theory to
nature, then the successful new theory must some-
where permit predictions that are different from
those derived from its predecessor. That differ-
ence could not occur if the Lwo v¡ere logicalIy
compatible.2o

Kuhn insists that one paradigm must displace

In the process, however, the nevr paradigm may

significant amount of the problem-solving ability

ous one possessed.

Since paradigms are born from old ones, they
narily incorporate much of the vocabulary
apparatus, both conceptual and manipulative,
the traditional paradigm previously employed.
they seldom employ these borrowed elements Ín
quite the traditional way. within the new para-
digm, o1d terms, concepts and experiments fa11
into new relationships one with another.2r

Successive paradigms differ then in fundament,al concepts,

in their definition of significant problems, and in the

standard which is considered acceptable for solutions. We

might illustrate the extent of the changes incurred during

paradigm revolutions by cíting those initiated by Coperni-

20 Thomas Kuhn, The StrucLure of Scientific Revolutions 2nd
ed., (chicago: universitÍ of Chicago Press , 1970) , p. 97.

21 Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions 2nd

the other.

preserve a

the previ-

ordi -
and

that.
But

€d., (chicago: university of Chicago Press, 1970), p.
149 

"
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cus, Newton, Lavoisier and Einstein in the field of science.

Each represented a major turning point in scientific devel-

opment. Each presented a direction and a perspective unique

unto itself, arrived at by means of a previous paradigm, yet

without obligation to its predecessor's perspective.

Change from one paradigm to another is revolutionary in

another aspect. "The decision to reject one paradigm is

always simultaneously the decision to accept anothet.tt22

Therefore,

Just because it is a transition between incommen-
surables, the transition between competing para-
digms cannot be made a step at a time, forced by
logic and neutral experience. Like a Gestalt
Switch, it must occur all at once (though not nec-
essarily in an instant) or not at a1l.23

This is to say that the transitíon must be complete. One

cannot simultaneously support two paradigms. The o1d is

incommensurate with the new and vice versa. Therefore, upon

realizing the failure of one in reference to its rival and

context, there must be a corresponding transfer of alle-

giance. Às this crossover occurs, the individuals involved

(in Kuhn's case, scientists) are "able to account for a wid-

er range of natural phenomena or to account with greater

precision for some of those previously known...That gain was

only achieved by discarding some previously standard beliefs

or procedures and simultaneously, by replacing those compo-

22 Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions 2nd
êd., (chicago: uñ-iîersitv or chicago Press, 1970) , p. 77 "

23 Thomas Kuhn,
ed., (Chica
150.

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions 2nd
go o Press, 1970), P.
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nents of the previous paradigm with others."24

4.6 INVISIBILITY OF REVOLUTIONS

It has been important to draw attention to the revolu-

tionary aspect because, although paradigms are significant
guiding forces, their functioning, and in particular, their

revolutions, are not generally recognized. Their 'invisi-
bility' is the result of a number of factors.

The details of the revolutionary process are often lost

because textbooks and other 'authorities' only record the

paradigm itself and not its development. They document the

outcome of past revolutions. Since "textbooks have to be

written in the aftermath of each...revoluti.on, and, once

rewritten, they invariably disguise not only the role but

the very existence of the revolutions that produced them."25

There is no need to provide the authentic information as to

the way in which these bases were originally recognized and

subsequently embraced by the profession.

Secondly, this historical perspective presents the work

of practitioners in such a vray that they appear to have been

working in today's context. It "implies scientists (and

other professionals) have striven for the particular objec-

tives that are embodied in today's paradigm".zo The result

24 Thomas Kuhn,
êd. , (chicago:

25 Thomas Kuhn,

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
University of Chicago Press, 1970) , p.

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

2nð
66.

2nd
p.ed", (chicago;

137 .
University of Chicago Press, 1970),
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is that development appears to be cummulative and incremen-

tal rather than revofutionary. Pieces of knowledge seem to

have been added one by one, side by side instead of one over

another.

There is aJ-ways the tendency to write history backwards

and to present the past as part of a linear progression

towards the present situation. This perspective is only

possible once conclusions have been drawn and the reigning

paradigm is firmly in p1ace. Then, even in reviewing their

own work, scientists and other professionals interpret the

process as a step-wise progression towards the current out-

come.

EVOLUTION REVOLUTTON

Às mentioned previously, in any discussion of paradigms,

the guestion of how they change is always the source of Lhe

greatest controversy. In fact, Kuhn's major critics,

including KarI Popper, Stephen Toulmin, and Imre Lakatos,

focus almost exclusively on that aspect. The substance of

t,heir counter-arguments centers a few major issues in

this regard: the process of incrementalism as opposed to

crisis and revolution, the nature of the scientific

community--its openness or closure, and the difficulties

inherent in shifting personal allegiance from one paradigm

to another. AIl these arguments are useful in the closer

26 Thomas
ed. ,
140 "

Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions 2nd

4.7

(chicagos Unlversitv of Chicago Press, 1970), p"
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scrutiny they give to specific areas of Kuhn's hypotheses.

The source of the most adamant disagreement is 'revolu-
tion', the idea that one paradigm surrenders to another.

ÀII of Kuhn's critics advocate science as an open system

subject to sel-f-criticism, correction and incremental-

advance. They take exception to the anarchic connotations

of revolutions and, in a number of cases, have redefined the

pattern of change which takes place in terms of 'varia-
tions'.

Watkins questions the absolute supremacy of one paradigm

and the rapidity with which transition to a new one can be

made, claiming along with others that development of a nerr

paradigm cannot be instant. Instantaneous development

implies some sudden stroke of genius which enables one to

articul-ate immediately and in complete deLail all of the

features of the new paradigm. In reality, he claims, think-
ing cannot be confined exclusively within the parameters of

the existing paradigm. There must be a period of question-

ing and development in order to generate a new one.

Since it takes time--a matter of years not hours--
to develop a potential new paradigm to the point
where it may challenge an entrenched paradigm,
heretical thinking must have been going on for a
long time before paradigm change can occur.27

Paul Feyeraband is of the opinion that such questioning

and challenging goes on at all times, and is not limited to

a period of perceived crisis, In his words, "Progress has

J.W.N" $fatkins, t'A

and Alan Musgrave,
(Cambridge; Cambri

gainst NormaI Science", in
Criticism and the Growth

Imre Lakatos
of Knowledge

27

dge University Press, 1970) , p. 37 "
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alvrays been achieved by probing well-entrenched and well-

founded forms of Iife with unpopular and unfounded va1-

ues". 2 I He concludes that a proliferation of ideas exists

at aIl times and, at certain points, are instrumental in

bringing about revolutions.

4.8 IN SI'Ì¡ÍMÀRY

Debates over monism and plurafism of thought and, evolu-

tion versus revolution in process are useful in the more

detailed description of paradigm which they demmand. How-

ever, none are particularly successful in affecting the

overall validity of Kuhn's system. They represent details

of the phenomenon which must be dealt with rather than fun-

damental flaws.

In terms of this thesis, these opposing views offer the

opportunity to reiterate an important aspect of the paradigm

phenomenon v¡hich obviously is frequently misunderstood.

Namely, the paradigm process does accomodate a significant

amount of incremental development. In fact, alI development

within a given paradigm is incremental" However, this is

the key point. It occurs within the parameters of the

established paradigm. This form of incremental modification

and stability is essent,ial to steady progress and the main-

tenance of order within the profession or organizaLion'

28 Paul
I mre
of

Feyerabandr "Consolations
Lakatos and Alan Musgrave,

for the Specialist", in
Criticism and The Growth

KnowLedqe
1970), p. 209.

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
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his paradigm system, however,

and social scale. He is not

' var iat ions' which ar i se in

expanded time

day-to-day and even year-to-year kinds of events. These

application of the para-

much Iarger and extensive

variations are a normal part of the

digm. Kuhn is concerned with the

kinds of changes which happen once the effectiveness of the

paradigm has been weakened beyond meaningful adaptation by

anomalies identified throughout its period of usefulness.

From this perspective, the changes ARE revolutionary and

as clearly phenomenonological as he describes them. Chris-

topher ÀIexander provides fitting summary in the following

words:

A culture does not move from one change to the
next in discrete steps of course. New threads are
being woven al1 the time, hâking changes continu-
ous and smooth. But from the point of view of its
effect on form, change only becomes significant at
that moment when a failure or misfit reaches crit-
ical importance--at that moment when it is recog-
nized, and people feel the form has something
vrrong with it. 1t is theref ore legitimate...to
consider a culture as changing in discrete
steps. 2 e

The following model provides a useful illustration of the

dynamics involved in paradigm change.

2s Christopher
( Cambr idge :

Alexander, Notes On The Synthesis Of Form
Harvard University press, 1971), p" 44.
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TLLUSTRATION 6: Paradigm Change

At its inception (e), there is always a close correspon-

dence between context and paradigm. The paradigm at this
point carefully and reasonably accurately reflects the con-

text in and for which it was created. There is a strong

relationship, therefore, between Èhe two, illustrated by the

double-headed arrow.

Às expla i ned ear l ier i n the chapt.er , however , the context

is ever-changing. Over the course of time' many aspects of

which the context is comprised change. Eventually, the

effect of these continued changes is so great'thut a nelr

context (n) emerges, whose composite nature differs markedly

from that of the context at any point previous.
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The paradigm, by contrast, does not experience a similar

evolution. The degree to which it can vary in any direction

is extremely limited. Throughout the course of its useful-

ness, it remains essentially unchanged. As a result, when

the context moves ortr the same paradigmatic assumptions

remain in effect. The more advanced the evolution in con-

text becomes, the greater the distance between it and the

paradigm and, inevitably, the more spurious their relation-

ship.

Anomalies begin to surface at the point where the

paradi gn/context relat ionshiP

increasing distance and more

the period of questioning in

is weakest. The strain of

serious anomalies necessitat.e

which an alternative paradigm

1S generated (g) . . .and on recommence. The cycle begins

again.

The transitory or pfe-revolutionary period within this

sequence ( indicated by the ???) will become the focus of

particular attention in the remainder of the thesis, for it.

is at t,his point which we presently f ind ourselves socially

and developmentally. One might weII scribe the current

date, 1985, along the time line below the model, directly

underneath the pre-paradigm (???) indication.

As discussion conLinues, therefore, it is weIl t,o remem-

ber not only the cyclical sequence here described, but also

to recognize the Stage to which we have advanced within iL.

And again, it is important to be aware of the level at which
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well as the time frame within whichthe paradigm operaLes as

change occurs.
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HAPTER 5
while we have been busy fini-

shing the great 19t.h century

economic edifice, the founda-

tions have shifted under our

f eet. rr

Peter F. Drucker



CHANGE

Chapter V

THE CI'RRENT PÀRADIGM

To thi s poi.nt , we have di scussed the paradigm phenomenon

and its characteristics in some detail and have outlined the

current growth paradigm in ptanning. In so doing, the

importance of the relationship between the paradigm and its

context has been stressed. Discrepancies and anomalies

v¡hich the paradigm is incapable of dealing with signal a

misfit between context and paradigm which can ultimately

invalidate the latter. Às faitures Lo perform in the antic-

ipated manner reveal anomalies that "cannot despite repeated

effort, be aligned with professional expectatiOfi",1 change

to the paradigm becomes imminent.

There is strong reason to believe that the difficulties

facing modern society are the prelude to such a paradigm

revolution. To substantiate this claim, however, it is nec-

essary to step back and examine the context; both the situ-

ation which was prevalent at the inception of the paradigm

and the circumstances which currently prevail. The differ-

ences between the two serve to highlight the serious anoma-

lies which exist"

The Structure of Scientifiç Revolutions' 2nd1 Thomas Kuhn,
åä . t õr''l;ôå : uñTîerETEy of Cliicago Press, 1970) , p" 6.

-69
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5.1 CONTEXT 1

First, 1et us examine the contextual circumstances which

fostered the economic arowth paradigm. Opinions vary as to

how far the notion of economic expansion as a process "on

balance beneficial to humanity"' goes back. Some cite its

origins at two centuries previous,3 while others claim a

growth orientation has been dominant throughout the past 500

years of human history.a Whichever the case may be, it is

certain that "the case for economic growth was very much

stronger then than it is today". s

The specific time or date when the growth paradignn began

to evolve is impossible to fix but its influence was clearly

evident by the t.ime of the Industrial Revolution of the 18th

century. It is from that point that the present discussion

of context wi11, proceed. In effect, there were several

changes around that time period which established the basis

f or articulation of the paradigm. These 'technol-ogical rev-

olutions'6 began with the agrarian developments around 1700,

which improved food production both qualitatively and quan-

2 E. J. Mi shan,
Press, 1959), p

(t ondon: Staples

s E. J. Mi shan ,
Press, 1969).

Growth: The Price We Pav (t ondon: Slaples

Oltmans (uew

Growth: The Price We Pav
. 161 .

¿ A. J. Toynbee,
York: Capricorn

in On Growth, ed.
Books, 1974) , p.

WiIlem L
27.

s E.J.Mishan,
Press, 1969),

Growth¡ The Price We Pav (London: Staples
p" 161 

"

Desiqn For6 Erich Jantsch,
ziller , 1975), p. 64"

Evolut i on (Hew York: George Bra-
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titatively. the higher productivity freed more of the

labour force from agriculture to pursue other employment.

Invention of the mechanical loom in 1786 and subsequent

mechanicai technologies dramatically increased the efficien-

cy of the work force and, consequently, productivity. Fur-

thermore I a medical revoLution was ushered in with the dis-

covery of the smallpox vacc ine in 1796. The f inal

significant revoLution began in the mid 19th century with

ner.¡ dimensions in transportation and communication. It made

possible the wider sharing of information and material weIl-

being.

AIl of these events constituted a prelude to the immense

growth which began to take place in the 1 9th and 20th centu-

ries, in the Western World generally, and North America spe-

cifically. The costs of basic necessitÏes were relatively

1ow, money became available to purchase luxuries and, in

general-, lifestyles were very comfortable during the Indus-

trial Era. À certain exploitation ethic soon emerged. Ken-

neth Boulding described it as a 'cowboy economy' in whích

the prevalent attitude was 'Go West,, young man, and make

your fortune' .7
The abundance experienced in increasing degrees through-

out this time shaped attitudes toward the resources avail-

able to satisfy wants" The opening of the New World and

other areas where abundant resources could be found, the

7 Kenneth E.F
Unthi n kable

Watt, THE T]TANIC EFFECT: Planninq For The

Inc., 1974).
(Stamford, Conneticut: Sinauer Associates
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rapid initial growth stages in the fields of science and

technology, as well aS the abundant 'free' resources of air,

land and water for waste disposal, destroyed man's sense of

scarc i ty. As a result '
Àbundant energy and resources have not only shaped
the character of work, education and politics in
industrial society; they have al-so molded our cul-
ture, and inculcated us, consciously and other-
wise, with some of our deepest values.s

The effect of all these factors was undoubtedly most evi-

dent in America. The initial discovery of the Àmericas

"gave the Western peoples....an impression of infinite space

and wealth at (ttreir) disposal". s The mechanization of

industry through steam povrer and later, electric and atomic

energy, which occurred to such a large extent in America,

"gave us the impression that we had opened up an infinite

source of prOductiOntt.lo The abundant energy reSources and

Iarge population were able to support manufacturing and mar-

keting on a large scal-e. The whole American system became

production and consumption oriented. This occurred to such

a degree that "the consumption of energy per capita (in the

U.S. ) in 1850 vras already greater than it would be in Switz-

erland or Japan by 1970".11

W. Jackson Davis, THE SEVENTH YEAR: Industrial Civiliza-
tion in Transition (New York: W.I^?" Norton & Company'W

in On Growth, ed. Willem L. Oltmans (New
p. 27.gooks, 1974),

s A.J. Toynbee,
Yorþ.: Capricorn

1 o À.J. Toynbee,
Yorks Capricorn

in On Growth, €d.
Books, 1974), p.

WiIlem L, Oltmans (New
27.

I I Kenneth E. F. Watt , THE TI TÀN e F'iF.F.F..CT PI nnr.n at fo r tha
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There vrere many benefits to such unprecedented growth.

Standards of living in general were higher, educational

opportunities l¡ere increased and more readily available,

better sanitation facilities and techniques meant cities

were Iess polluted, and people enjoyed better health. There

was more Ieisure time and better working condit.ions as well

as increased income. One of the obvious outcomes of the

improved situation was what WiIliam Lei.ss described as 'in-

satiable wants' .

The American I confident of his own power to
advance his well-being, steps up his wants at an
equal pace with, ot even faster than, his accom-
plishments. l 2

Àlthough the effects of capitalizíng upon developmenL

potential and the application of modern technologies Þrere

most obvious in America, many countries enjoyed the same

benefits. This was especially true in the years following

WW II. If there was a true crescendo in growth mentality

and activity, it had to have been in the three decades fol-

lowing the war. Those postwar years sav¡ "unprecedented

rates of growth in the Western world, Japan, the Soviet

block countries and certain of the developing nations"" 13

National income per capita was approximately twice what it

vras before the war and mass unemployment was curbed. The

Unthinkable (Stamf ord, Conneticut: Sinauer Associat'es
Inc., 1974), p. 153.

12 william
versity

1 3 Peter F
Harper

Leiss, The Limits To Satisfaction (Toronto;
of Toronto Press , 1976) , p. 17.

Uni-

Druc ker , The Ase of. Ðiscontinuity (¡¡ew York;
and Row, 1969), p. vii.
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zeei- for growth and expansion was such that even vocabulary

began to reflect it. Às Jane Jacobs remarked:

The very phrases 'backward countries' and 'poorest
countries' dropped from the vocabularies of econo-
mists, civil servants, bankers, editors and were
replaced by 'developing countr ies' and ' less-
developed developing countries' . . . 1 4

It is not difficult to understand how the context we've

been describing shaped the attitudes of those who Iived

within and experienced it. The resuftant growth paradigm

accurately represents the image which this affluent context

suggested. Alt paradigms are an attempt to interpret reali-

ty. They evolve based on man's perception of his environ-

ment at any given time. Hence, it is not surprising that

the characteristics of this particuLar context suggested a

paradigm based on economic arovrth to the members of indus-

tr ial soc iety.
In more recent times, however, many of these factors have

changed considerably. As a result, the contextual framework

within which we now find ourselves is substantially differ-

ent from that which existed even two or three decades ago"

In spite of the fact that:

everything val-ued today by the ' of f ic iaI' culture
is predicted to be valued even more highly in the
future--more efficiency, more growth' more con-
sumption, more competition and so forth, reality
overtakes thes€. n . forecasts even ¡¡hile they are
being made. l 5

Cit ies and the wealth of Nat ions (¡¡ew York ¡1 4 Jane Jacobs,
Random House, 1984') , p,

DesiqnErich Jantsch,
BraziIler , 1975),

4

l5
p. 33.

For Evolution (Hew York; George
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the characteristics of the nevl context

changes they imply merit further com-

5.2 CONTE¡(T 2

No indication that growth could not continue arose until

the 1970's. In fact, from 1947 to 1970, there were only two

years in which reaf income in the U.S. failed to rise. l 6

After 1970, however, a number of factors contributed to the

realization that growth could not continue ad infinitum t

and initiated an awareness of the negative consequences of.

growth which had hitherto gone unnoticed o¡: ignored. It is

these 'Iimits to growth' which are the essential features of

the contemporary context and which wilI shape the emerging

paradi gm.

5.2.1 ECOLOGICAT, CRISES

The ecological consequences of the unprecedented expansion

of the preceding century first began to appear in the form

of pollution and resource depletion. These have been among

the most widely discussed aspects of the changing conLext.

There has been much speculation and widely varied opinion as

to the actual quantities of resources which 'remain, espe-

cially in the wake of the world oil crisis of the mid-

sevent i es .

John Kenneth Galbraith, The-New Tndusttial--lgqate (Boston;
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1971), p. 3.

16
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Ät present, h'or1d energy consumption doubles every 15

years and oil consumption doubles every decade.17 There are

many opinions as to the extent to which resource deplet.ion

continues io represent a 'crisis'. Àccording to the calcu-

lations of the Club of Rome team and their world model, most

of the currently important resources wiIl be depleted to a

point where they will be prohibitively expensive within '100

years. 1 8

Critics of l,imits to Growth, however are convinced that

such depletion will not occur. They claim "the most press-

ing limits to growth in resource usage are not geological:

Mother Nature has put on and in the planet ample for perhaps

tens of thousands of yearsrr. They feel the critical limits
wilI be those imposed by "man's economic and technological

ability to exploit these resources". le

In spite of the huge discrepancies in opinion, t.he extent

to which the subject of resource availability has been

increasingly discussed in public forum attests the fact that

resource depletion is a serious contemporary issue.

17 H.S.D. cole et
to Growth' ( ¡tew

â1. , MODELS OF DOOM: a Critique of 'Limits
York: Universe Books, 1973), p. 105.

The Limits to Growth (¡¡ew York ¡ Uni-et aI.
1972).

'| 9 H.s"D" core
to Growth'

et aI", MODELS OF DOOM: a Critisue of 'Limits

18 D.H. Meadows
verse Books,

(New York: Universe Books, 1973), p, 37.
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Pollution has become another prominent aspect of the mod-

ern context. However, even the CIub of Rome group $tas

forced to admit that there are so many unknowns about the

amounts and rates of poll-uting substances being dumped into

the biosphere that many types of projections simply cannot

be made. The upper limits are essentially unknown. The

situation is complicated by the time delay betr+een initial

use and release of a Substance into the biosphere and the

subsequent detection of harmful side effects.

Whether or not definiLive ecological Iimits can be set is

not really at issue here. What these studies and specula-

tiOnS dO represent, hOwever, iS an awareness Of a nevJ range

of considerations which, to this point, have not been a con-

cern to society. The real-ization that "for practical pur-

poses the habitat of mankind and of all other forms of

Iife... . is nothing but a thin envelope of air, soil and

water round the surface of a single planet"20 is one of the

characteristics of the present framework. The image of the

world as a sphere of insuperable dimensions is an important

f acet of the emerging cont,ext.

5.2.2 ECONOI¡ÍY

The characteristic
most diff icult to

economy is not the

the contrary, it

of the modern context which has proven

deal with is the economy. The current

robust, dynamic system it once was. To

has slipped very quickly from rapid and

20 A. J.
York ¡

Toynbee,
Capr icorn

in On Growth, Willem L"
27.

ed"
p.Books, 1974) ,

Oltmans (Hew
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exponent ial- growth t.o a state we might. term in the conterm-

porary vernacular, 'ungrowth' or decline. Jane Jacobs made

the study of this new situation the subject of her latest

book, Cities and the !.Iealth o f Nat ions. In her opinion, the

state of the economy can best be described as one of 'stagf-
lation', a combination of rising unemployment and inflated

prices.2r rhis condition differs markedly from other slow-

downs experienced in the past. In previous recessions,

prices fe11 as unemployment rose. However, during the
.1990's, prices have continued to rise in spite of the

increasing unemployment. Efforts to cure one of the two

only aggrevate the other. Jacobs is particularly insightful

in suggesting the base of the problem.

Behind this terrible dilemma is a terribe theoret-
ical void, for rummage as we may through volumes
of economic theoryr wê wiLl find nothing there
that acknowledges Lhe f act of st,agf lation, much
less te1ls us how to deal with it or what it
mean s ,2 2

Essentially, what she has outlined is the inadequacy of

the existing paradigm to deal with the situation. Kenneth

Watt suggests much the same thing:

The discrepancy between the convenLional belief
that the economy was Ín robust health and the
reality that it was in trouble, had made it diffi-
cult to eit.her explain or to predict economic
behavior within the old conventional framework,
using the traditional method.23

21 Jane Jacobs,
Random House,

22 Jane Jacobs,
Random House,

Cities and the Wealth of Nations (New York:

Cities and the Wealth of Nations (Hew York;
1e64T-p=,

23 Kenneth E.F, Watt, THE TTTAN]C EFFECT Plannino for the
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are necessary,Evidentllz, it is not merely new actions which

but an entire new way of thinking.

5.2.3 DEMOGRÀPHY-

The demographic component of the contemporary context is

also different. Davis found that "from the beginning of the

Industrial Revolution to the 20th century, population grew

fastest in the industrialized nations of the worId. But

since 1920, the populations of most industrial nations have

stabilized at a low growth rate, typically 1eo per year."24

Further, studies of population figures for the past half-

century indicate that although birthrates displayed increas-

es immediately afte r 1945, they have been decreasing in

western nations since 1965.25

The tapering-off of population increase is not the only

important consideration, however. Of the existing popula-

tion, there is a growing percentàge of elderIy. In fact, in

the near future, people over 60 years of age will constitute

a major portion of the total population. This 'demographic

transition'26 has obvious ramifications in terms of special

Unthinkable (Stamf ord, Conneticut: Sinauer Associat.es
Inc., 1974), p. 3.

24 w. Jackson Davis, THE SEVENTH YEAR: Industrial Civiliza-
tion in Transition (¡¡ew York; W.W. Norton & Company,
1979), p. 219.

25 Kenneth E.F. I¿latt, THE TITANIC EFFECT¡ Planníns for the
Unthinkable (Stamford, Conneticut: Sinauer Associatesilæal .

26 w. Jackson Davis, THEISEYENTH YEAR: Industrial Civilizq-
tion in Transition (¡¡ew York: Vl.W. Norton & Company,
1979) , p. 219 

"
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services, facilities and financial and pension arrangements.

Although composition of the existing population is the

new concern facing industrialized nations, enormous popula-

tion increase remains a very reaf problem in many under

developed countries. Massive starvation in these countries

has recently been drawing worldwide attention. There is

much speculation as to the worl-d's carrying capacity in

terms of food.

During the height of the growth paradigm, the solution to

these problems was believed to lie in increased growth. It

stood to reason that the more wealth and commodities avail-

able, the more there would be for everyone. As this solu-

tion l¡as applied, however, the problems were not automati-

cally alleviated. DistributionaL inequalities, it was

discovered, are not contingent upon the amounts of goods

available. In many cases, increases only lead to greater

disparity between the advantaged and disadvantaged. ReIuc-

tantly, we have learned that an increase in 'absolute'
shares does not necessarily affect one's 'relative' share" 27

Consequently, dealing with this dilemma is a very real part

of the modern predicament.

27 Herman Eo Daly, "Toward a Stationary State Economy", in
The Patient Earth, €d" John Harte and Robert Socolow (Hew
York: HolL, Rhinehart & I^Tinston , 1971) 

"
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5.2.4 TECHNOLOGY

Of all the factors which distinguished the recent past as a

unique period, the supremacy of technology and its corre-

sponding economy was one of the most powerful. Hailed ini-

tially as the savior of the modern world, it has in more

recent times begun to demonstrate its less benign qualities"

The present context is characterized by the harsher reali-

ties and many social consequences of the much-heralded tech-

nology. If it v¡as the benefits of technological advance and

economic arowth which were enjoyed in the preceeding period,

then certainly it is the costs of that same growth and

development which are novr the issue.

It is now being acknowfedged that "the organized pursuit

and realization of technological progress themselves destroy

the chief ingredients that contribute to man's well-being",

and there is a close connection "between the many symptoms

of social malaise and the processes generated by economic

growthtt. 2 I For instance, the laws of economic growLh and

technological advance are based in part on the notion of

'satiation of human wants' . In other words, individuals

have finite capacities as consumers, but "continuous materi-

a1 growth cannot be sustained by a system geared simply to

producing ever-Iarger quantities oi the same goods. Hence,

the importance of product innovation. New and more expen-

sive goods and services continuously superven€".2e In order

28 E.J" Mishan,
Press, 1969) ,

Gr
p" 107.

Pri We Pa (tondon: Staples
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for people to change their wants as quickly as the market

must change, the economic system actually advocateS dissat-

isfaction.
Commodities are not the only things obsoletized in the

process. The incredible rapidity of technol-ogical advance-

ment also accelerates the rate at which knowledge, skills

and cufture are becoming obsolete. AS individuals and

groups began to be left behind, they became aware of the

effects of development and growth. "Ski11s painstakingly

acquired over many years may become obsolete in as many

months. 'r 3 o Thus ¡ âs Jantsch concludes;

Rapid technical innovation may offer to add to
menrs material opportunities, but it does so only
by increasing the risks of their obsolescence and
bi therefore adding to their anxieties.sl

5"2.5 QUAI.,ITY VERSUS OUANTITY

In general, a sense of quality of life vtas replaced by quan-

tit.y during the 'growth' decades. ClearIy, "the techno-

logical conditions of production are not chosen with a view

to enhancing man'S experience in life...They evolve solely

in responSe to the requirements of industrial effiencytt.3 2

Similarly, the sense of personal worth is being lost in the

2s E. J. Mi shan,
Press, 1969) ,

The Price We (London; Staples
p. 1 05.

w

3 o E. J. Mi shan,
Press, 1969) ,

Growth: The Price We Pav (London:
p. 115.

Staples

3 I Erich Jantsch,
BraziIIer , 1975),

32 E.J. Mishan,
Press, 1969),

Desiqn For Evolution (Hew
p" 164"

York å George

Growth: The Price-we-Pejt (London¡
p, 127 .

Staples
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drive for efficiency. It becomes increasingly difficult for

individuals to feel their own work matters to societY, ¡nuch

less that of others. Men are more distant and less depen-

dent on one another than on the machine for all their servÍ-

ces and experiences, and frequently "sIip into the frame of

mind that judges people according to numerical systems and

ranks their worth on some scale of ef f ic iencytr . 3 3

In summary then, wê are left to admit the inherent weak-

nesses of our once-proud system and deal with the situation

it has been responsible for creating. Às Danie1 Yankelovich

aptly concludes:

Our advanced industrial societY, for aII its
strengths, has long harbored a fundamental weak-
ness: it has prodigiously generated goods and ser-
vices, but has been seriously deficient in creat-
ing some of Lhe basic conditions of human
community. 3 4

The degree of satisfaction and quality of life which one

enjoys has not been substantially enhanced despite the many

new opportunities made available by growth. Instead, "there

is unmistakable evidence that much of the enjoyment of life

still- attainable is effectively marred by a chronic rest-

lessness to realize that which is bigger and betterrr.35

Mi shan , Growt,h: The Price We Pav (London: Staples
1969) , p. 151.

34 Daniel
1981),

Yankelovich, New Rules (New York: Random House,
p. 4.

3 5 E. J. Mi shan,
Press, 1969),

Growth: The

33 E.J.
Press,

p. 106.
Price 9Je Pav (london: Staples
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These are only the major changes which have taken place

in the world and local context since the initiation of the

growth paradigm. It becomes clear that the environment vre

currently confront is of drastically different dimensions

than the one in which the paradigm evolved. There are obvi-

ous shortages of materials, increased labor costs and taxes,

material losses and expense due to pollutionr rârket satura-

tion, inflation and glut of labor force, not to mention aII
t,he soc ial dimens ions.

Swifter means of communicating have had the para-
doxical effect of isolating the individual; the
increased speed of transport has led to more hours
of commuting;...increased automobilization is
accompanied by increased family separation; more
tel-evision entails less communication between
neighbors and within the family.tu

Frequently the attempt is made to minimize the. significance

of these many factors by claiming they are but the efforts
of certain 'radicals' and doomsday pessimists to frighten an

unsuspecting public. Truly enough, the forecasts can be

frightening. What they represent, however, is a broad out-

line of the context within which we now find ourselves; a

sketch of the world as it now presents itself. These factors

are central to the paradigm change now pending.

36 Erich Jantsch,
BraziIler, 1975),

Desisn For Evolution (Uew York:
p. 164 

"

George
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5.3 IMPLICÀTIONS OF CONTEXTUAL MISFIT

Viewing ihese two contexts side by side emphasizes the

extent to which all facets of the environment have changed.

Corresponding changes also appear imminent in the paradigm

base from which we operate. The anomalies have reached a

Ievel where they cannot be resolved merely by perSistent

application of the existing paradigm. As noted, it breaks

down in at least 4 crucial areas: economy, ecology, politics

in the broadest Sense, and appreciation or the consistency

of our values. 3 7

In the seguence of events which comprise paradigmatic

process, we appear to be on the brink of 'revolution'. As

anomalies surfaced, countless attempts have been made to

adapt the paradigm through cosmetic changes. Initially'

assuming the iOea system was sound in concept r wê pursued

the 'back to the drawing board' method and tried to resolve

the difficulties and alleviate inconsistencies by working

things out more carefully. Jane Jacobs recognized this

effort on the part of economists especially:

They have gone over and over and over what they
think they already know, trying to use their tools
with greater sophistication, shuffling the same
old conceptions into new combinations and permuta-
tions to run through computers and legislatures.3s

37 Erich Jantsch, Desiqn For Evolut i on (Hev¡ York: George
BrazilIer , 1975) ' P' 19"

and the T.Iealt.h of Nat ions (¡,tew York:3 I Jane Jacobs, Citi.es
Random House, T98+l ' p. 29"
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But, when in the wake of all this activity the difficulties

remain unresolved, she concludes, "i{e must be suspicious

that some basic assumption or other is in error, most Iikely

an assumption so much taken for granted that it escapes

identification and skepticiSm".3s Jantsch also captures the

essence of this reafization when he says:

We knew what was good because we had a solid
framework of reference for making up our minds
about it. Today vre begin to suspect that what we
assumed as given perhaps represented just our cul--
turally conditioned reflex¡ one particular point
of view which no longer corresponds to our dynamic
situation. If the goal is not 'correct', the effi-
ciency with which it is served turns into some-
thing 'bad' indeed. a o

It is certain that there is no one 'right' paradigm for

mankind which remains valid at aII times. Our psychosocial

development is an evolution through a "variety of situation-

contingent 'right' policies". a I Our ability to understand

and interpret the wortd in which we live is inextricably

based on the nature of the context which presents itself at

any given time, and our capacity to appreciate its ramifica-

tions. Thusr w€ presently stand poised on the edge of a

'new world', equipped with new insights and a heightened

perception of the direction in which the next step must be

taken. It now behooves us to act on the initiative the

Cities and the Wealth of Nations (New York:3 e Jane Jacobs,
Random House, r9€¿l; Þ. 2e.

Design for Evolution40 Erich Jantsch,
BraziIIer, 1975),

41 Erich Jantsch,

(¡¡ew York: George
p. 217 .

Design For Evolution (Hew Yorki George
Brazitler, 1975), p. 18.
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ChaPter VI

OUTLINING A NEW PARÀDIGM

Once one accepts the idea that change of paradigm is as

necessary aS it is integral to our development and can iden-

tify the point at which that change appears necessary and

imminent, one can proceed in a serious way to investigate

possible aÌternatives.
There may be some question as to the value of pursuing a

new paradigm if, in turn, it too will become obsolete' In

fact, there are those who consider the forcing of a rigid

model on a fluid reality to be the greatest mistake made by

all cultures. Mistake or not, however, it is the nature of

man. As Kant professed, direct apprehension of reality is

beyond the reach of pure reason. Man is capable of reason-

ing or dealing with but a shadow of all that exists at any

one time. Therefore, he constructs maps and images accord-

ing to what he apprehends of his surroundings.

Since the physical and social context changes, as well as

the vray and degree to which we understand them' one paradigm

cannot endure indefiniLely. During the span of their use-

fulness, however, these idea structures a1low whole civili-

zations to function the basis of what knowledge they

possess until such time as t.he new perceptions and under-

89
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standing thus accumufated make it possible to thrust forward

again with new sense of direction.

Until men comprehend all things they cannot function as

if they do. So, in spite of their relatively limited lifes-

pan and the risk of error in their assumptions, paradigms

remain a fact of human nature and development. Therefore,

paradigm change represents not defeat but the opportunity to

move forward again, and outlining a new paradigm iakes on

greater signi f icance.

In focusing on the question of a new paradigm, one does

not expect to def ine it as an absol-ute. There is much more

involved than logic alone. At this point, "v¡e are searching

for some kind of harmony between two intangibles: a form

which we have not as yet designed, and a context we cannot

properly describe". 1 The anomalies dealt with in Lhe pre-

ceding chapter begin to reveal the nature of the nevr context

and the key issues raised by the current paradigm. Since

these issues exceed that paradigm's capacity to resolve

them, they become fundament.al questions for the succeeding

candidates to deal with. À brief review of the issues at

this point will give us some sense of the characLer of the

nevr paradigm and the parameters within which it must be

designed to operate.

1 christopher
( Cambr idge:

Alexander, Not
Harvard University Press, 1971 p" 26"

fF rm
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At the outset, Iet it be remembered that this exercise

represents the search for a NEW idea system; one which is

tailored uniquely to an emerging contexL. This paradigm

witt not be found amongst those employed previously.

6.1 ECOLOGICAL LIMITS

As has been alluded to in the preceding chapter, there is

considerable controversy as to the dimensions of the avail-

able resource base. Whether there is only sufficient to

Iast into the next century as estimated by Meadows et âf.,

or whether supplies wiIl extend much beyond that may never

be uneguivocally established. It remains important, how-

ever, t.hat a f orthcoming paradigm explore ecological Iimits "

Th.e concept of a f inite earth and sensitivity to environmen-

ta1 concerns must be addressed, There is sufficient reason

to believe as WilIiam Leiss, that "accepting the Iimits to

growth can be the catalyst for new forms of creativity and

fuIfillment in our cuIture".2
It has been publicized that in terms of energy efficien-

cy, Canadians are among the highest per capiLa consumers of

energy resources in the world. The fact that these types of

analyses and comparisons are surfacing implies a move

towards more conscientious and efficient use of resources as

a moral principle aside from the whole question of scarcity.

It is highly like1y that a nevr paradigm wiII incorporate

2 I^7iIliam Leiss, Limits To Satisfaction (Toronto: University
of Toronto pressJ975), p" 130"
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these new val-ues.

6.2 ECONOMIC REDIRECTION

Growth, as we have noted, has become the essence of the

economic system. As attention shifts away from a purely

exponential kind of increase, fundamental changes must cor-

respondingly be made in the economic structure.

Jane .lacobs provides some very succinct. commentaries on

economics and urban life. rn doing so, she focuses on eco-

nomic and financial structures in an attempt to deal with

the absolutely bl-atant anomal ies she perce ives. One of the

greatest strengths of Cities and the WeaIth of l.lations is

its prescriptive content. The types of issues and alterna-

tives she suggests may well be the primary focus of the eco-

nomic component of the new paradigm.

Jacobs looks to the city in remedying economic decline

because feedback loops or self-corrective mechanisms on a

national leveI have not proven effective. She advocates a

movement towards import replacement by individual cities in

order to refortify the local- economies' Ef forts to make

locaI production more diverse and self-suff icient, have

numerous potential benefits. The number and kinds of jobs

available are increased, alternatives to enterprises which

are waning and dying out are made available, there are new

uses for developing technologies, and more city capital is

generated.
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Coupled with the import replacement emphasis is a move

away from the 'transactions of decline' which are crippling

the economy but remain acceptable in general practice.

According to Jacobs, these include: unremitting and pro-

longed military production¡ wêlfare programs which attempt

to make standards of living more uniform but consume large

amounts of city earnings in doing so, and all other heavy,

unremitting subsidies which must be continually increased in

order to sustain their beneficiaries. In general then, it

appears that the nev¡ paradigm must advocate greater diversi-

Ly, independence and a return to production on the local

Ieve1.

6.3 OUAT.ITY OF IIFE

Another realization which has come from our experience

with the growth paradigm is that commodities in and of them-

selves are not fulfilling nor compensatory for the amenities

they have been allowed to preclude. Though it has taken

many years, vre reluctantly admit that "static notions such

as happiness have eluded us in spite of all our attempts to

satisfy material needs and desires".s

The growth orientation is excessively materialisLic,

focusing so intently on expansion of commodity markets that

other less quantitative factors which contribute to quality

of life have been edged out" Beckerman cites "the visual

3 Erich Jantsch,
zilIer , 1975) ,

Desiqn For
p. 30.

Evolut i on (New York; George Bra-
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amenities of our towns and country, our ability to

communicate with our fellowman, our Sense of aesthetic and

moral values and even our pride in our work"A as some of

these devaluated factors. Certainly the lack of emphasis on

some of these components has been felt. The growing aware-

ness of the necessity of qualitative aspects will undoubted-

ly be ref lected in the nevr paradigm.

6,4 PROGRESS REDEFINED

If one Ìras to summarize the new paradigm, it would be the

redefinition of the concept of 'progress'. As we will

remember, the equation of progress with quantitative and

economic Arowth was the preliminary assumption of the pres-

ent paradigm. À11 other developmenLs became corollary Lo

that premise. Success became easily identifiable through

simple numerical indices.

A redefinition of progress in terms of qualitative vari-

ables is much less succinct. For this reason, according to

Kenneth Galbraith, "progression on the present agenda wil-l

be much less measurable than that which associates all prog-

ress with percentage increases in the Gross NationaL Product

or percentage leve1s of unemploymenttt. s He attributes this

to the extreme complexity of Iife which musL be accomodated

by a broader definition.

4 wilfred Beckerman, Two Cheers For The Afftuent Societv
(New York: Saint l'lartins' Press, 1975), p, 3.

Industrial State (Boston:s John Kenneth Galbraith, The New
Houghton Mifflin Company,-7971), p. 390'
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Redefining progress presupposes a value revolution. Oth-

er aspects of life must be valued to a certain extent before

they can be aspired to through collective pursuits. There-

fore I of all the things the nevr paradigm must encompass'

this new value system and goal orientation becomes one of

the most vital, although unquestionably, one of the most

di f f icult to achieve.

6.5 NONGROWTH PROTOTYPES

Although it is stiIl difficult to know in exactly what

form the new paradigm wiIl be articulated, it is certain

that it will be generated in response to the issues raised

bl' the incumbent paradigm. Accordingly, there have been a

number of significant attempts to map in advance of its

emergence, the specifics of a new paradigm based on the per-

ceived issues. To date, however, these alternative propo-

sals have predominantly been a reaction against growth.

Assuming growth is no longer corrigible as an ethic, the

obvious alternative is its opposite, nongrowth. Nongrowth

options have been investigated and promoted under a number

of different titles: zero growth, steady or stationary

state, sustainable community, and so forth.

Jantsch ctaims that the concept of absolute eguilibrium

is not new, but is an age-old idea stemming from the sth

century when Paramenides posited the model of a static math-

ematical cosmos. He saw the entire cosmic system as being
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one of static order and perfected balance.6 The concept

remains in force in the scientific community today. In

addition, many other ideological and terrestrial systems

have been found to operate on a similar equilibratory basis.

It is not unusual then, that efforts have been made to equi-

librate the economy and vafue system in a similar way.

William Orphuls is one of the proponents of 'steady-

state' economics. Among his writings we find a number of

definítions and prescriptive concepts which are useful in

understanding the principles of steady-state as it is cur-

rently being advocated. He defines the steacly-state economy

aS a system characterized by "great frugality in the con-

sumption of resources and by deliberate setting of limits to

maintain the balance between man and nature".7

Orphuls appeals to Kenneth Boulding's 'spaceman economy'

concept in describing the world situation. With overpopula-

tion and limited resources, the world begins to resemble a

spaceship of finite dimensions and capacities. Hence, the

focus must be on maximizíng the use of minimal resources.

"À steady-state society is one that has achieved a basic

Iong term baLance between the demands of population and the

environment that supplies its wants."8 this balance is not

6 Erich Jantsch,
ziller, 1975) ,

Desiqn For Evolution (New York: George Bra-
p. 23"

7 william Orphuls, ECOLOGY LÏ TT OFS
I to I Theor o San

Franc sco: W.H" Freeman & ComPanY, 197 7 ,P.2
ECOLOGY AND THE POLITICS OF SCARCITY:Il-iam

olooue
OrphuI s

l-o â
wi
Pr

,
PoI i t 1CA I èôrv ô f the Stead v (l-e{-c ( san
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static by any means, but represents "a dynamic equilibrium

affording ample scope for continued artistic, inteIlectual,

sciêntific and spiritual growth". s

The theme of the 1985 Canadian Institute of Planners Gen-

eral Conference vJaS "Sustainable Communities". In the pre-

face to the conference agenda are outlined Some of the fea-

tures of the sustainable community. The focus, êS in any

nongrOwth alternative, is on 'development' rather than quan-

titative growth. There are a number of new indices suggest-

ed as a means of gauging the degree to which this qualita-

tive development has been achieved. Increasing job

autonomy, the total well-being of the population, habitabil-

ity of the built environment , durability of domestic appli-

ances, and the types of products sold, would aII be indica-

tive of gualitative improvement as opposed to conventional

indices of scale Iike population, employment and the volume

of retail sales. In addition, the conference committee has

defined the sustainable community as one in which population

and unemployment vary by no more than 7eo over a decade and

the proportion of basic needs such as food, clothing, shel-

ter, energy, healt.h and education which are prcvided for

within the community exceeds 51eo of total requirements.

Francisco: W.H" Freeman & Company,

V AND THE

1977), p. 13,

s william orphuls,
Pr PoIiti the Ste

RCI TY:

Franciscos W.H. Freeman 6, Companyt 77 p. 13.
San
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6.6 IMPLEMENTING A NEW SYSTEM

As we have seen, nongrowth alternatives seek to relieve

anomaly through an economic tour de force which restricts

consumption, limits population and generally, redirects out-

put towards activities and development of greater social

than economic value. Àlthough most accounts of nongrowth

society are highly descriptive and explicit in terms of fun-

damental issues and form around a similar conceptual base,

they vary quite markedly in nature and detail as to how the

specific political, economic and social structures would be

implemented. There is usually some indication , however,

that force would be necessary in one form or another to

realize the change. Some feel- the pressure of impending

ecological crisis will be sufficient, while others, such as

Orphuls, advocate a form of politicaL 'coercion' based on an

aristocracy formed by those found 'fittest to rule'.
The fact that these alternative paradigm proposals assume

Lhe use of calculated force in order to become operative is

strong indication that they wilI not be the like1y outcome

of the currenL pre-revolutionary rumblings. A paradigm must

be generated in several key sectors at the same time and on

a level sufficiently broad to have appreciable and sustained

effect. This social cycle is not an academic exercise,

therefore, new direction cannot be imposed by the logic of

ân isolated few. One can dictate a series of policies but

they are ineffective without the requisite transformation in
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thinking which must accompany them. We cannot irnpose a new

form of perception and value. There is merit, however, in

attempting to stimulate changes. In this sense, it is

valuable to appeal- to an academic and theoretical approach

as a means of clarifying the issues and developing Iikely

scenarios. 1 o

6.7 A PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

Of all the proposed alternaLives, the one which appears

preferential as a means to forming the nevr paradigm is that
presented by Erich Jantsch. He refers to his viewpoint as

the 'evolutionary approach' and describes it with reference

to a life 'stream'. rn dealing with this hypothetical

stream, there are a number of alternatives illustrated in

the figure below.

1o As an academic exercise, the preceding summary of non-
growth systems is useful to a point, however, as a basis
for a new paradigm it is not entirely sound. The funda-
mental premise of the environmentally conscious perspec-
tive is that resources are in increasingly short supply.
Shoutd this assumption be vrrong and resource depletion is
a perceived rather than real phenomenon, then the whole
argument crumbles. Even if resources are finite as
claimed, slowing growth only prolongs the inevitable, and
zero growth or increases by any other percentile become
entirely arbítrary.
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(o) Rotionolopprooch

(b ) Mylhologicol opprooch

(c ) Evolulionory opprooch

ILLUSTRÀTION 7 z

The three modes, or levels, of perception and
inquirv illustrated by the image of e streâm. At thc rational
Ieu'el *. are outsidé the streãrn, at the mythological level
we try to steer our cânoe in the stream, but at the evo-
lutionary level we dre the stream.

LeveIs of Perception

(Jantsch, Design For Evolution, p.98)

There is a'rational approach'(a) represented by a position

on the bank where the flow of the stream is observed in a

nonparticipatory vray. This approach is objective and

mechanistic but also has the tendency to exclude key e1e-

ments of Lhe nature of the stream itself. Frequently, even

the view of the opposite bank is obscurred. 'In essence'

only a portion of the whole stream is perceived and even

that portion runs the risk of giving a highly distorted

impression of the whole.
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Jantsch's 'mythological approach'(b) is similar to navi*

gating a canoe downstream. Although both banks and the

direction of flow are perceived, action consists of respond-

ing to immediate forces exerted in each situation. It is a

very local process in which the responses are most commonly

reactions rather than free actions. EssentiaIIy, a mytholo-

gical approach is homeostatic, seeking to maintain the state

which currently exists. Nongrowth and other adaptive alter-

natives represent this form. They are primarily reactive--a

response to an immediate situation, and are designed so as

to maintain, as long aS possible, the current orientation in

the 'stream' or ]ocal environment. Obviously, cutting down

the rate at which goods are consumed ensures their avail-

ability over a greater length of time.

The approach which Jantsch advocates as superior to

either Lhe rational or mythological is Lhe 'evolutionary'
perspective. Here, we are in the stream and have a height-

ened sense of our relationship to it as part-to-whoIe.

Instead of steering a course between two sets of opposites

as in the mythological approach, oF merely solving a series

of anomalous issues, the evolutionary method becomes a true

'flow process'. The difference is one of 'homeorhesis', the

counteracting of opposing forces in such a way as to move

the whole process up to where it would have been left undis-

turbed, instead of back to where it was as is the case in

'homeostasis' . 1 1

1 1 Erich Jantsch, Design For Evolution (Hew York: George
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Translated into paradigmatic terms, the evolutionary

approach Iimits as welt as enables human action by focusing

on a longer range perspective and direction. This incorpo-

rates the higher and qualitative values which the new con-

text intimates. The balance in the 'stream' is achieved

through movement. Rather than fluctuating between situ-

at ions of imbal-ance resolving to balance to maintain an

overall equilibrium in a rocking motion, Jantsch envisions a

form of balance in each movement. Such balance can only be

achieved through an intimate and constant Sense of the hypo-

thetical .Stream. Within this awareness are the environmen-

taI sensitivities called for in the nevf paradigm. Instead

of searching for forms of 'technological forward escapetl2

to push back the perceived iimits, or fixing arbitrary

boundaries in an attempt to maintain an equally arbitrary

equilibrium, the evolutionary approach is 'boundary-

oriented', considering and dealing with Iimits as they pres-

ent themselves. The change in emphasis consists of "maxim-

izing the probability of successrr as opposed to "minimizing

the chance of disastertt. 13

In essence, the evolutionary level evolves a paradigm

which includes not only a heightened awareness of the many

life forces and a more gualitative emphasis, but a flexibil-

Braziller, 1975), p. 92.

12 Erich Jantsch,
Brazilter, 1975),

Desiqn For Evolutipn (¡¡ew York: George
p. 275.

13 Erich Jantsch, Desiqn For Evolution (¡¡ew Yorks George
Braziller, 1975), p. 275.
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ity and responsibility in the application of the paradigm.

Methods for gauging the degree of 'fit' are embodied in the

paradigm. In other words, "in an evol"utionary world, there

is nothing to be learned merely through deduction and induc-

iion, but all through operation through an evolving moment

and the experience streaming from iL" "14 rrlt can guide us

toward 'tuning-in' to a reality whose nature is systemic and

dynamic, and it can encourage us to accept our predicament

as cybernetic actors on earth. " 1 s

6.8 IN ST'UMARY

The challenge for the nevr paradigm is not only one of

dealing with issues v¡hich we are incapable of resolving with

the current one, but of reflecting a highly complex and

changeable world by drawing upon higher levels of human

ability. The context in which the modern paradigm must be

set nc longer forms a simple monograph. SimilarIy' our

increased understanding of manrs cognitive capacities ne9-

ates the option of adopting paradigm formats bel-ow our

potential. What we presently know and what we musL deal

with in the world around us prevents us from reverting to

the past for solutions. Às Marilyn Ferguson suggests, the

difference between our current situation and changes which

have occurred previously is that today, for t.he first time,

14 Erich Jantsch, Design For Evolution (tlew York: George
BraziIler, 1975), p. 24.

Erich Jantsch, Desiqn For Evolution (¡¡ew York: George
Braziller, 1975), p, 47,

15
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change and how thev¡e have the capaciLy to understand the

transformaLions take place.

The challenge for the new paradigm is

greater stiII is the personal challenge

occasion which this process represents.

substantial,

of rising to

but

the

We are still facing what appears to be a basic
dilemma between opting for a secure and perfecti-
ble but static world--a monument to life rather
than an expression of it--and a risky and elusive
but dynamic world in which our fate evolves with
the forces of life in and around us. The dilemma
is within ourselves, the clash between images of
the world which we conceive.l6

In conclusion we might ask,

f lexible--ult imately f luid--in

al lives and the lives of our

ships and syst,emstrJlT

1 6 Erich Jantsch,
Brazil]er, 1975) ,

17 Erich Jantsch,
Braziller, 1975) ,

"Lo what extent can we become

the regulation of our person-

social and cultural relation-

Desiqn For Evolution (Hew York r George
p" 22,

Desiqn For Evolution
p" 25.

(¡¡ew York: George
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Man must explore himself--his
goaJ.s and values--as much as

the world he seeks to chaqge.

D.H. Meadows



Chapter VII

DIFFICUTJTIES IN IMPLEMENTING CHANGE

Changes of the magnitude vre have been discussing are

fraught with difficulties. The dilemmas invoLved once the

transition begins to occur are very real.

Àlthough change and revolution, in the paradigmatic

sense, are part of man's developmental processes' resistance

to change is an equally powerful fact of Iife. It is

unreatistic to discuss change v¡ithout reference to the dif-

ficulties involved in its realization. Developing a new

paradigm on a conceptual leve1 is only part of the process.

Therefore, the following chapters are devoted to a discus-

sion of the implementation of change and the inherent diffi-

cult ies.

Change has always presented difficulties for mankind' The

need for stability and the reaction against insecurity

brought about by change are basic to human nature. Conseq-

uently, there have been many attempts to avoid or neutralize

the unsettling effects of a changing world and changing

ideas. In most cases, these efforts have consisted of.

establishing an artificial sense of security through the

106
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imposition of various, often arbitrary constraints and

restrictions. In studying stability and change in human

systems, Kenneth Boulding found that "the internal stability

of traditional societies is a direct result of the sanctions

which they place against novelty. It seems almost the

essence of society to impose such sanctions".l

À1ong with sanctions which inhibit changes from occur-

ring, or at least from being acknowledged, security is often

derived from clinging to the experiences and practice of the

past, recent or distant. Edward Shils explored this phenom-

enon of traditicn at length and drew the following concl-u-

sion:

One of the main reasons why what is given by the
past is so widely accepted is that it permits life
to move along lines set and anticipated from past
experience and thus subtly converts the anticipat-
ed into the inevitable and the inevitable into the
acceptable. 2

These characteristic needs for security and the resis-

tance to change are aS evident t.oday as they ever have been.

The frequency and freedom with which we now discuss change

seems to imply a certain ability to deal with it, when in

fact, its too-familiar parlance of change has perhaps

obscured our true sense of its occurring. Boulding claims

that "vre are so accustomed to change in our society and have

institutionalized it to so great an extent that we do not

I Kenneth Boulding'
of Michigan Press,

The Image (Ann Arbor, l4ich. ; University
1977), p. 9q"

lqadition (chicago; The University of Chíca-I; prc.2 Edward Shils,
go Press, 1981
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real-ize what a rare, diff icult and utterly incomprehensible

phenomenon it is. " 3

In contemporary vernacular, therefore, the word 'change'

is in relatively common usage, however, the prospect of that

change remains as fearful as ever. The fact remains that

"any change from settled vrays of 1ife involves a fearfuI
plunge into the unknown (and) it will not be taken unless

either there is great dissatisfaction with the existing rou-

tine or unless there is something in the society which puts

a high positive value on change itself".4
Resistance to rapid change is a social as well as indi-

vidual coping device. Jantsch said, "Our whole institution-
aI fabric functions with the explicit and implicit aim of

keeping firmly to a given rigid po1icy". s There exists a

very common 'institutional homeostasis' which acts to resist
change in favor of the status quo. It "has evolved to pro-

vide a stable environment for social interchange and orderly
cultural evolution."e this is one of the reasons that the

weight of inertia continues to rest with the status quo.

J Arbor, Mich. : University
of Michigan Press, 1977), p. 93.

4 Kenneth Boulding, The Irnage (enn Arbor, Mich. : University
of Michigan Press, 1977), p. 94.

6 w" Jackson Davis, Tï{E SEVENTH YEÀR¡ Industrial Civiliza-

Kenneth Boulding, The Imase (¡nn

s Erich Jantsch, Ðesiqn Eer El¿qlu'b:ion (Hew York: George Bra-
ziIler, 1975), p. 19.

t_ion in Transit:Lqg (New York: W.W. Nort.on & Co., 1979), p.
153.
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Not surprisingly, resistance to change is also an aspect

of paradigm. Every paradigm needs some degree of tenacity

in order to be effective. It must elicit a certain amount

of dogmatic support over a period of time. without this,

"the repercussions and ripples starLed by the slightest

failure could grow wider and wider until they are spreading

too fast to be corrected". T

À11 of these anti-transitory devices, whether operating

on an individual or societal level or as part of an estab-

lished paradigm, are useful- as as means of creating neces-

sary security, but only to a certain point. Typically,

these resistive forceS overstep their usefulness by becoming

a povrer unto themselves. Herein Iies the difficulty:

So desperate is our dependence on viable models
and myths that we subconsc iousJ.y try to elevate
Lhem from the muddy world of human emotions and
interests to the crisp, clear heights of estab-
lished truth... and yet all these model-s and
myths are human artifacts.....We keep forgetting
this.8

Boulding made another observation about this tendency:

Curiously enough, it is often the
images (paradigms or institutions)
most dangerous. The image becomes

most successful
that become the
institutional-

ized in the ceremonial and coercive institutions
of society. It acquires therebY a
itv" Às the world moves on the

spurious stabil-
imaoe does not. s

7 christopher
( Cambr i dge :

Àlexander,
Harvard Uni

Notes on
vers ty Press, 1971 p

Design For Evolution (New York:
p 194,

The Imaqe (enn Arbor, Mich.:
79"

F rm
52.

George Bra-

University

I Erich Jantsch,
ziIler, 1975),

e Kenneth Boulding,
of Michigan Press, 1977), p"
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Consequently, when necessary changes must be maoe, they

are severely impeded by the once-healthy forces which have

becone disproportionately sLrengthened. Their rigidity sti-

fles the natural process through which more creative and

better-adapted solutions are constructed. Thus, the very

mechanisms which work to avoid changes when they are not

necessary can also be counter-productive at times when

change is needed. Processes initially intended to secure

and benefit the System can, by quirk of human nature, weaken

that same system in certain instances.

Unwavering application of the same pattern or system is

exLremely useful in organizing and co-ordinating human

efforts, however, the reluctance tO reLent can also become a

considerable restriction. Louis Mumford demonstrates the

effect of such entrenchment in the following way:

The 'belief' that the world was flat was once upon
a time more important than the fact that it vlas
round, and that belief kept the sailors of the
medieval world from wandering out of sight of land
as effectively as would a string of gunboaLs or
f loating mines. ro

We might. again consider the case of Christopher Columbus who

set sail westward with the belief that if he pursued his

course far enough he would reach the Indies. He was credit-

ed with discovering America, however, he never realized what

he had done and went to his death apparently stilI believing

that he had found a vray to the Indies" "The fact that he

1o Louis Mumford, cited by Elizabe Lh Drews,
(t'tenIo Par
), p. 113.

PoIicy Impliea-
Hi era rc

Research Inst tute, August 1970
k, CA: Stanford
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did not f ind what he vras expect ing to f ind vf as a message

incapable of penetrating the image of the unbroken ocean

westward from Spain to the Spice IsÌands."1 r

The same scenario is acted out again and again in modern

times. Men and institutions are as locked into their para-

digms and patterns aS any of our predecessors in times past

were to theirs. This becomes particularly evident as these

belief systems fa11 increasingly suspect and lve begin to

Sense a need for a redirection. As Mishan rightly observed:

Contrary to their fashionable phrases about the
need to face change, those who proclaim themselves
to be in the vanguard of new thought prove to be
in the iron clutch of economic dogma, much of it
provided by famous economists of the past as a
guide to policy in a world different from our
own. I 2

Thus, to a large extent, men remain "captives of their

own misconceptions rather than masters of their fates and

captains of their soultrt. l3 The situation is aggrevated in

the modern context by the rapidity with which externaf

changes now occur.

External change is novr more rapid than at any time
ín human history. Society's usual internal mecha-
nism for change cannot keep pace. As a result, the
resistance to change which is normally beneficial
now serves to block rapid change when it is most
needed. 1 a

I 1 Kenneth Boulding, The Imaqe (Ann Àrbor, Mich.; University
of Michigan Press, 1977), p. 124.

E.J. Mishan, Growth: The Pfjge-I{e (London: Staples
Press, 1969), p. xiii.

12

Elizabeth M.
values (Menlo
Arg""t 1970),

Drews, PoIicy Implications of a Hierêrqh-Il-eå
Park, CA: Stanford Research Institute,

p. 113.

13
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Dealing with the resistive forces, both naturally and

cultural-Iy-imposed, is one of the first great difficulties

involved in changing today's paradigm. Evidently, it is not

a strictly rational problem and cannot be dealt with solely

Lhrough an appeal to one's rational senses. However, in

understanding the nature and extent of this particular dif-

ficulty, one would expect it can be confronted more directly

and, in time, more successfullY.

7 .1 OTHER _OBSTACLES

In addition to the aforementioned reactions to change,

there are numerous other situations and circumstances which

form impediments to change generaIly, and to paradigmatic

revolution specifically. t u

In his book, Growth: The Pr iee Vle Pav, E .J. Mishan con-

sidered in some detail the factors which serve to perpetuate

allegiance to growth and inhibit development and adoption of

nevr sets of rules and prospects. Several of these should be

noted here.

14 W. Jackson Davis, THE SEVENTH YEAR: Industf:La-] Ci¡¿:!Iiza-
tion in Transition (New Yorki W'W. Norton & Company,ffi
It is interesting that the apparenL obstacles to
equal i f not outnumber t,he reasons f or whie h
thought to be necessary! This is undoubtedly one
reasõns change is so slow and difficult to achieve"

change
it, is
of the

IE
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7.1.1 GRADUÀL EVOLUTION

Mishan claims there is a general belief in the slow process

of evolution despite evidence of the extreme rapidity of

change in recent years. The concept of gradual evolution or

transition accounts for the leisurely attitude towards mak-

ing necessary changes which is currently so prevalent. lt

is this attitude which Galbraith was lamenting when he said,

"There is massive change, but, except as the output of goods

increases, all remains as before. " 1 6 Believing that signi f-

icant events take time to occur, w€ are content to wait and

see how t.hey'11 evolve. There is faith that the current

situation can and wilt remain relativel-y unchanged in spite

of forces acting to change it. Mishan's words provide a

most appropriate summary of this difficulty:

Men are conditioned to detect in the passage of
events familiar patterns and paralleIs, and lulled
their apprehensions whenever catastrophe appeared
imminent with aphorisms about the illusion of
change and about the basic sameness of the world
in spite of appearances to the contrary. lT

7.1 .2 OVER-OBiIECTIVE EVÀLUÀTION AND EDUCATION

In addition to t,he perception of a much expanded agenda for

change, there is a tendency to study and evaluate the cur-

rent context without making serious value judgements. Huge

amounts of data are constantly being generated, yet in their

extreme objectivity, these figures do not provide a vital

1 6 John Kenneth Galbraith, The New Industrial State (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1971), p. 1.

E. J. Mi shan, Growth: The Pr ice Vle Pav (london: Staples
Press, 1969), p" xiv,

17
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reading of the situation. The type of eval-uations which

could potentially put in question the accepted ideas and

methodologies , for the most part, are not made.

There i s no doubt that thi s i s at least part ialJ.y the

result of education. We are not trained to question the

fundamentai- elements of the existing pattern. Education, âs

v¡e know it, is the perpetuation of established principles;

instruction in what is acceptable. Rather than going beyond

what has been done to broaden understanding of alternatives,
scholars tend to perpetuate the current Lhinking by narrowly

focusing their research upon it. Enquiry is increasingly

directed towards finer and finer details of the existing
paradigm. Criticism which arises outside academic fields is

also largely based on details of how the existing system

might be improved or enhanced" Fundamental questions as to
its validity are rarely addressed.

7 .1.3 OUANTTTY AND IFÀCING CHANGEI

Mishan is also convinced that the preoccupation with quanti-

tative indices is another significant impediment " Social

and economic well-being are gäuged too heavily by numerical

standards. The assumption is that larger numbers are 'bet-
ter' than smaller ones in terms of production. Therefore,

if the numbers and statistics are 'agreeable', or on the

increase, the situation is deemed to be a healthy one

regardless of other conseguences 
"
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Closely 1ínked to the quantitative emphasis is the confu-

sion as to the definition of change. 'Facing change' has

been misconstrued to mean keeping up with the increased com-

petition, efficiency and, above all, the faster pace of eco-

nomic growth. Àccordingly, individuals who actively promote

growth are convinced they are keeping abreast of 'change',

when actually they are on11z perpetuating the declining para-

digm. It is evident that this definition is a direct deriv-

ative of the growth paradigm.

7.1.4 GROWTH AND WELL-BEING

One of the factors which is counter-productive on a world

scale is the belief that as we become larger and more pros-

perous, our capacity to cure social and economic il-l-s wiIl

similarly increase. Unfortunately, this has never been

borne out in experience. In fact, after years of unprece-

dented growth, Western countries find the economic and

social disparities even more acute. Even more unfortunate,

however, is the adoption of a similar belief by developing

countries. with the great poverty they experience, economi-

caIly and technologically, there is tremendous pressure to

increase productivity as rapidly as possible, thus setting

in action the curing mechanism they believe growt,h to be.

So, as Western countries gradually realize the deception of

economic Arowth, the non-Western majority are only beginning

Lo explore its possibilities. It wilI be extremely diffi-

cult to deter them from their course.
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7.1.5 DISSÀTISFACTTON

Consumerism is one of the last factors llishan cites as an

obstacle to constructive change. Peop1e have been condi-

tioned to expect more and more. Consumerism has become a

way of Iife, a right that we now expect to maintain" "lt is
evident. . . that in advanced economies, tastes change

rapidly--if only because consumers'wants do not exist inde-

pendently of the products created by industrial concerns."l8

The market i s a 'want-creat ing' rather than a 'want-

satisfying' mechanism.

Rising industrial capacity is fostered by an economy

which creates rising needs and wants. We are no longer

dealing, however, with a set of basic needs because the pub-

lic's perception of what it needs is changing continually in

an upward spiral. william Leiss deals extensively with this
top ic in l,imits to Satisf action. He attempts to define the

behavioral phenomenon of escalating expectations and propor-

tionally reduced satisfaction. Much of the dilemma which

exists stems from a basic confusion between 'wants', which

he defines as a person's subjecLive desires and feIt.

requirements, and 'needs', one's objective or true require-

ments.

Since wants arise in our inner states of feeling,
presumably we always know what we want, but since
needs are objective requirements, it is possible
that we may not know what we need.ls

'II E.J. Mishan,
Press, 1969),

Growth: The Price We Pay (london: Staples
p" 94.

The Limits To Satisfaction (Toronto:1s william Leiss, Uni-
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The incredible number of commodities coming onto the market

intensifies the confusion. 20 Each commodity professes to

satisfy certain needs while at the same time promoting dis-
satisfaction with existing items. There is no resolution
because there is no definitive satisfaction. There is no

end to the number of products trying to satisfy a single

want. In reality, it is the market that can never be satis-
fied. In order to perpetuate itself, it must foster contin-
ual- dissatisfaction.

Such fickle dissatisfaction is not only at cross-purposes

to personal fulfillment, but acts as a counterfeit for the

true or constructive dissatisfaction which spurs change.

Bernard Shaw described dissatisfaction with the status quo

as the mainspring of progress. This díffers markedly, how-

ever, from the consumer dissatisfactions which Ere so preva-

lent today. They have become a 'habit of mind', "a by-

product of the commercial society that brought them into
being and a condition for the advancement of that kind of

society".2 1 As such, today's dissatisfactions are essen-

tially impotent and only serve to mask dissatisfactions of a

constructive nature.

versity of Toronto Press , 1976) , p. 61.

20 For example, considering only those items intended for
sale in supermarketsr wê find that each year in North
America 1,500 new products appear, 80eo of which are with-
drawn t,hat year to be replaced by another assortment.(Leiss, p. 14)

21 E"J" Mishan,
press, 1969) ,

Growth: The
p. 113.

Price We Pav (london: Staples
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by Mishan, there are a

some attention as we

in changes of the mag-

policy Implications of a Hierarchy of
CA: Stanf ord Research lnstitut,e,

7.1.6 TECHNOLOGY

Fi rstly, the modern world i s a technological worId. Irle must

accept that as iact. There have been unparalleled advances

in every aspect of our technological ability. Our percep-

tions of that technology, however, remain strangely juve-

nile. In the words of Elizabeth Drews:

It is the tragic paradox of this century that our
technological development has vastly out.stripped
our moral growth, with consequences that have
already proven calamitous. 2 2

Basically, technology is the "systematic application of

scient.ific or other organized knowledge to practical

tasks" . 2 s I t has been so ef fect ively appl ied that we have

developed an immutable faith in its power and potential to

solve aIl problems, present and especially future. Às Gal-

braith states, "It is a commonplace of modern technology

t.hat there is a high measure of certainty t,hat problems have

soluiions before there is knowledge of how they are to be

solved" . 2 4

22 Elizabeth M" Drews,
Va1ues (MenIo Park,
Àugust 1970), p. 84.

23 John KenneLh Galbraith, The New Industrial State (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1971) , p. t¿n

Industrial State (Bosbon;24 John Kenneth GalbraiLh, The New
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1971), p. 19,
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The belief that technological innovations witl create

alternatives which will allow us to perpetuate current prac-

tices has been a comforting one, especially in face of much

speculation to the contrary. But, technology alone cannot

save industrialism or even have substantial effects in

reversing current trends. "Technotogy is the servant of

industrialism, not its savior. " 2 5

Also, technology as we defined it, is the application of

knowledge to the solution of practical problems. I'It is
thus based on the production of material knowledge through

scientific research (and) research is highly dependent on

the availabi lity of capital. " 2 6 Therefore, since it devel-

ops in direct proport.ion to the economy, technology neces-

sarily slows down when funds must be concentrated elsewhere.

As we have all witnessed, "in times of economic decline,

technology is among the first of human enterprises to be

afflicted".27 Alihough it wiIl be difficult to convince the

majority otherwise, we must seek elsewhere for the solutions
we need.

25 w. Jackson Davis,
tion in Transition

THE SEVENTH YEÀR: Industrial Civiliza-
(New York: Vl.W. Norton & Company,

1979), p" 158.

26 w. Jackson Davis,
tion in Transition (Hew York: W.W. Norton & Company,W

27 Wn Jackson Davis,
tion in Transition

THE SEVENTH YEÀR: IndusLrial Civiliza-

THE SEVENTH YEAR: Industrial Civiliza-
1979), p. 159"

(New York; W.W. Norton & Company,
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7.1 .7 \'ESTED INTERESTS

vested interest is another factor whose influence is appre-

c iable .

So entrenched are the interests involved, commer-
cial, institutional and scientific...that economic
growth has embedded itself in the ethos of ou!:
c ivi I izat ion .

Despite the most blatant disamenities caused by
the postwar economic expansion, despite the visi-
ble symptoms of a disintegrating civilization, no
one today looking to advance his position in the
hierarchy of government or business fails to pay
hommage to this sovereign concept (growth).28

Many decision-makers arrived at their positions during

periods of growth. Since their terms of office are short,

they look for short-range benefits which unavoidably lie

within t,he context of growth as they know it. There is no

incentive to plan for a distant, Iargely unknown, and poten-

tiaIly unpopular future.

It is often suggested that government and other large

institutions should be the ones to Iead in movements toward

change. In Iight of the interests just mentioned , however,

it becomes evident that such initiative must come from el'se-

where. Mishan claimed that government systems evolved dur-

ing periods where the pace of advancement vras much slower"

Therefore, they adopted mechanisms to deal with problems

onty as they arose. This is obviously the case, but it is

more like1y that the pressure to maintain the status quo

exerLed by vested interest is the true source of governmen-

28 Erich Jantsch,
Braziller, 1975),

Desiqn For Evolution (Hew York:
p. 161 

"

George
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taI and institutional inability to either initiate or

promote change. One must concluder âS di.d Galbraith, that

"only the innocent reformer or the obtuse conservative imag-

ines the state to be an instrument of change apart from the

interests and aspirations of those who comprise it".2s

Jantsch places economists in a similar position. Given

the supremacy of growth economics, the economist occupies a

responsible professional position. In fact, "economists are

the highest arbiters of social policytt.3o Their interests

in the established economic system are understandable. One

would not expect the casual sacrifice of their eminence.

All those who have vested interest in growth, ßâlevolent

or otherwise, represent a formidable obstacle for any redi-

rective action which may be undertaken. Not only do they

perpetuate often obsolete ideas and practices, but they also

tend to spread false optimism about the state of affairs in

which we find ourselves. In dealing with the media, such

share-holders in growth tend to de-emphasize negative devel-

opments and fraclure the type of reports given in such a way

as to obscure the overall picture of the situation.

The intent here is not to portray government and other

institutional networks as inherently evil and conspiring.

That form of value judgement has no reLevance to this the-

sis. The object of the preceding discussion was to acknowl-

29

3o Erich Jantsch, De For Evolution (New York: George

John Kenneth Galbraith, The New_LnêUgtrial State- (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company , 1971) , p. 381.

Braziller, 1975) , p. 410,
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edge the position of such organizations relative to the par-

adigm currentl-y in f orce and, more importantiy, to any rival

paradigms which may challenge it, as and when they may

develop. Tn Summary then, "tO a considerable extenL, the

pub).ic conception of realiLy is managed and determined by

the government and other large institutions",3l and for the

time beíng, the fact must be accepLed in order to develop

other al-ternatives.

?.1.8 MÀSS MEDIA

It is interesting to focus very briefly on the rol-e of mass

media in the process of idea reformations. As previously

mentioned, attempts at obtuse optimism through the media do

not effectively mask indications to the contrary. Alterna-

tively, meaningful changes are not promoted to a greater

degree by sensationalizing the realities either. Tt is a

well-known fact, as Beckerman suggeStS, that "Bad news has

always been better for publicity than good newstr. In fact'

"Catastrophe iS good news n " 3 2 Attempts to over-dramatize

the situation have so far only lead to alarm or cynicism and

Ioss of credibility. It is to be remembered then, that

media, given their present usage, are more an impediment

than a tool for change.

3 I Kenneth E.F. Watt, Ï TANT EFFE nn 1n For
Unthinkable (Stamford, Connet cut r Sinauer Assoe ates,
t9lTI , p. 175.

32 wilfred Beckerman,
(Hew York: Saint Mart.

Tw r The Àf
ns Press, 975 p. 25"

1e
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7 "1 .9 TIME

The last point to be discussed, as s¡e consider the difficul-

ties involved in paradigm shifts, is the aspect of time.

"It is simply not in the nature of societies to discard all

parts of the past at uniform rates."33 In spite of the

fierce anomalies which arise--and the deleterious effects

they may have--changes must await their opportunity. Às

Boulding observed, "Sometimes the time seems to be right and

there is no harvester, Sometimes there is a harvester and no

harvestrt.34

New systems cannot be forcibly imposed. To be effective

and meaningf uI, new directions' nelv ideas and ne!{ paradigms

must attend the appropriate moment. As Kuhn described it,

the transition is a form of Gestalt Switch, based on the

spontaneous alignment of many factors at a single time"

Their assemblage at a given moment triggers the thrust into

a new paradigm. The timetable of events is much beyond the

control of any individual. In spite of the immense frustra-

tion this represents to those sensitive to the rumblings of

change from their onseL, "Evolution..'is patientt' 5 and

so musL we be.

33 Edward Shils' Tradi t i on (Chícago: University of Chicago
Press, 1981), p.

34 Imaqe (enn Arbor, Mich,; UniversitY
76"

40.

TheKenneth Boulding,
of Michigan Press,

3s Kenneth BouIding,
of Michigan Press,

(Rnn Arbor, Mich.: UniversitY
76.

1977), p.

The Imaqe
1977), p.
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7.2 IN ST'MMARY

Tn the course of reviewing the various difficulties

change presents, one is quick to note that many of the fac-

tors discussed take the form of beliefs.36 By nature, these

beliefs are less tangible and yet of infinitely deeper

entrenchment than any physical obstacle might be. This

makes them not only more difficult to deal with, but

extremely stubborn to dislodge when necessary.

Attempting to articulate these various difficulties in no

vray guarantees they witl be vanquished. À nev¡ paradigm wilI

likeIy be set in place in spite of their impedance. Many

wilI never be finally dislodgeo unt,iI that new paradigm

takes effect.
Notwithstanding these eventualities, there are many

insights to be gained into the complexity of human systems

from such an inventory. The innumerable variables involved

are so intertwined and So incessant that vre cannot underes-

timate the calibre of change necessary to make inroads and

eventually succeed. Àttempts to formulate new paradigms

with assumptions reduced to only the most elementary are

ineffectual and noncredible. Herein Iies the basic failing

of our alternatives thus far. We must anticipate the forth-

coming paradigm on a level of complexity equivalent to the

complexity of the Problem.

36 It is IittIe wonder t.hat Vickers pictured
ence as "buried beneath the mythology of
(-¡antsch, P.234)

human experi-
our culture" !
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The dogmas of the quiet Pasþ

are inadequate to the sÈrong

present. The occasion is
piled high with diff iculty,
and we must arise with the

occasion. As our case is new

so must lre think anew and act

anew "

Abraham Lincoln

I know of no safe depositorY

of the ultimate povters of the
.q

society buL the PeoPle them-

selves.

Thomas Jefferson



Chapter VIII

PLÀNNERS IN THE PROCESSÀ ROLE

We have discussed at some length the dynamics of an idea

system known as paradigm, its relationship to the context in

which it evolves, as well aS the companion phenomenon of

change and its implications and difficulties. The human

rnind, and by extension, social systems, exhibit identifiable

patterns of action and development as well as opposition to

it. Having discovered many of these factors, it is impor-

tant to consider their implications for planning practice

and their applicability in a practical sense. Again, it

must be stressed that one does not expect to revolutionize

human nature or rebuild Social structures with these

insights. Rather, they become the basis for addressing how

changes may be anticipated and realized in closer accordance

with them.

It is necessary to begin where vfe are in the current sys-

tem and proceed from there, hopefully with heightened sensi-

bility as to t,he true nature of the undertaking" In the

minds of many reformers and philanthropists there is fre-

quently a 'cfean slate' on which models of a new world can

be built. In reality, no such clean slate has ever been

found or creaLed" Current problems can never merely be
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swept a$¡ay irr order to 'start again' . 1

sity is to establish more appropriate

deal with the world on its o$rn terms.
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Our critical neces-

and effective ways to

As we consider the fundamental problem of an obsolete

paradigm and the apparent need for an alternative, it is

necessary to discuss how the conversion will be accomplished

and to whom we can look for direction and leadership. Obvi-

ously there are no absolutes. One cannot cite only one

alternative as correct or one person or group as sole1y

responsible. By the same token, every individual and group,

in ways not too dissimilar, has some rol-e to play and poten-

tial contribution to make. For the purpose of this thesis,
it is appropriate to focus on the role of the planner as a

case in point.

This section is not intended to be a critique or eval-ua-

tion of planning practice. The intent is not to debate the

relative merits of what exists, but instead, to outline a

potential role for planners in light of the demands of an

emerging new context. Under the circumstances, it behooves

us to operate on the premise that it is more valuable to

explore new potentials than to continue to dwell on less

effective aspects from the past

Even in such traumatic event,s such as the Russian Revolu-
tion I a cfean slate could not be achieved. Having
destroyed several social classes and all institutions,
there remained a deeply engraíned national psyche"
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THE PTANNER' THE INDIVIDUAL

Although any profession or organization has its own

peculiar biases and interests to maintain in a collective
sense, there is always room for flexibility on the part of

the individuals who comprise them. Thus, it is at this lev-

eI , the realm of the individual planner, that discussion

will initially commence. The real- potential for effective-
ness begins here, for changes in the individuaL's thinking

must and do occur long before they are reflected in social

structure and belief systems.

Most individuals, and therefore most planners, fa11 into
one of two categories: either 'traditionalists' or 'radi-
cals'. Tsanoff defines the traditionalists as those "who

honor and guard the o1d, established customs and beliefs"
They preserve the continued stability of the common Iife".2
Radicals and reformers, by contrast, are those who are

"ever-critical of the o1d order and strive to change and

improve it according to their ovrn preferred designs".3 Both

positions have merit and the planner need not necessarily be

on one side as opposed to the other. As Tsanoff was careful

to point out:

Conservation and change, stability and spurring
advance are both needed, for their active inter-
play and counterplay make possible the expansive
vitality of socíaI instit,utions. a

2 Radoslav A. Tsanoff,
University Press of

Civil-ization and Progress (t exingLon:

3 Radoslav A. Tsanoff,
University Press of

Kentucky, 1971), p. 336.

Civilization and Prosress
Kentucky, 1971), p. 366.

( lex i ngton r
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The key is obviously the word 'active'. The individual

planner must be actively i.nvolved on the side he chooses.

This implies exerting conscious effort to reinforce this

position at Ieast within himself. Serious consideration

must be given to questions of "not only how people (and sys-

tems) do behave but also whether they might behave better".5

Essentially, this amounts to an ongoing process of critical

analysis which ultimately leads to greater awereness of the

reality of one'S own position in relation to various aspects

of the context in which he operates.

There are those who would have us believe that the 'cru-

cial- gap' in efforts to introduce change Iies "between those

who anticipate a continuation of present trends and those

who insist that a drastic change is absolutely necessarY"'6

In other words, only those who place themselves on the side

of the reformers wiIl contribute effectively to change when

necessary.

It should be stressed again that declaring oneself a rad-

ical does not forcibly place t,hat individual in the vanguard

of the transition process. Classification as one type or

another does not necessarily imply one possesses the fea-

Civilization and Progress (lexington:a Radoslav À
University

Tsanof f ,
Press of

Drews,
Park,

p. 69"

E Elizabeth M.
VaIues (Menlo
Àugust 1970ìr ,

Kentucky, 1971), p" 366"

1 Im I ica Hi rarc o
CA: Stan ord Research Inst tuLe,

Educational PoIicy
Educat i onal-Ps.L icv
Institute, February

Research CenLer '(t'tenIo Park,
1970) , p. 8.

Alternative Future and
CA: Stanford Researeh
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tures most necessar:/ to be ef f ect ive: av;areness and cr it ical

analysis. Whether as a conservative, one begins with the

assumption the existing situation is valid and then' seeking

to improve upon it, arrives at an agenda for change, Qt as a

reformist assumes the present System is invalid and seeks

elsewhere for alternatives, the end resuft will be much the

same.

Elizabeth Drews cites numerous examples of individuals

who have succeeded in putting forward new insights and sug-

gesting new directions while remaining well within their

professional Iabe1s. She stipulates, however, that these

individuals "transcended the narrovrness of the formaL disci-

plines attached to their names" by becoming "generalists and

humanisls f irst, special"ists. second".7

It is not one's professed allegiances but tt¡e broader

perspective or attitude from which one operates which is

crucial. Hence, in t.he final analysis, it is the planner

who is sufficiently sensitive to the indicators which pres-

ent themselves who will make the more vit,al conLribution,

regardless of his initial point of departure" Merit 1íes

not in blind âcceptance or rejection of established beliefs

and systems, but in understanding the nature of the reasons

for doing so"

7 glizabeth M. Drews,
Values (t"tenIo Park,
Àugust 1970), p" 69.

PoI f a Hierarch
CA: SLanford Research Inst, tute,
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8.2 EDUCATION

since quality of mind, ot as Galbraith describes it'

"comprehension and skepticism"rB becomes central tO a plan-

ner's effectiveness, it is important to investigate briefly

how one develops such a facility. Although to some it may

already exiSt as a particul-ar facet of their character make-

up, for the majority these abilities must be learned. Edu-

cation plays a major roLe in fostering the comprehension and

skepticism. It is, Galbraith claims, "an apparatus for

ef f ecting bel-ief and. . . inducing more critical belief ". e

In actual practice, inStitutions of higher learning have

Iargely been committed to supporting the existing paradigm"

The learning process is one of immersing the student in the

'facts' relative to that paradigm and outfitting him with a

master equation.

He learns a technique which can be applied without
asking the reason nhy...As a consequence' -he has
becomè...content to solve ...a routine problem, a
problem of applying what one has learned. lo

Success in this educational process involves "showing that

the ruling theory can be properly and satisfactorily applied

in order to reach a solution of the puzzle in question"" 1 1

1 Stat (Boston:The NeI John Kenneth Galbraith,
Houghton Mif flin ComPanY'

s John Kenneth Galbraith,
Houghton Mif flin ComPanY'

The New Industrial State (Boston:

r1
p. 372.

ts DangeFS", in criE¿-
ed., Imre Lakatos and
idge University Press,

I o KarI Popper ' "Normal Science and I
c1 he Gr f Knowled
À an Musgrave Cambridge: Cambr
1970), p. s3.

1 1 Karl Popper, "Norma1 Science and Its Dangerstr, ín C-fiti-
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Such a system affects the thinking and attitude of the stu-

dents participating in it. Karl- Popper describes contempo-

rary students as placid automatons of indoctrination.

They merely vrant to 'know the facts'. Theories or
hypotheses which were not genera11y accepted but
problematic were unwanted; they made students
uneasy. These students only wanted to know those
things, those facts, which they might apply Yith a
good conscience and without heart-searchin9.1 2

Tt is not surprising that Popper advocated a considerably

different form of education, one which offers "training and

encouragement in critical thinkingtt. l3 Others have advocat-

ed the same thing and offer various suggestions as to how

greater freedom from pafadigm-induced academic dogma might

by achieved.

Galbraith felt the most important step towards this

autonomy r,¡as through more direct control of university budg-

ets by the universities themselves. He advocates that the

colleges and universities must assume the ultimate responsi-

bility for the direction they take. And, in his mind, the

only way to avoid governance by external forces is to be

more financially independent. This may be more easily pre-

rowth of ed. Imre Lakatos and
University Press,Aian Musgrave

1970), p. 53.
Ca r idge ; Cambr idge

12 KarI Popper, "Normal Science and Its Dangers't, in Criti-
cism and h f Knowled e ed. Imre Lakatos and
Alan Musgrave
1970) , p. 53.

ridge University Press,

I 3 KarI Popper, "Normal Science and Its Dangerst', in Çqi!i-
wth of ed. Imre Lakat.os and

AIan Musgrave
1970), p" s3.

Cambr dge:

r
Cambr 9e: Cambridge University Press,
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scribed than achieved!

Kenneth Boulding reasoned that oId ways would be less

engrained if less were taught.

The academic world generally goes on the assump-
tion that the more we know of everything the bet-
ter. The student has always known better than
this. He has usuall-y operated on the principle of
knowing as little as he can get away with. It is
time, p€rhaps for this principle to be made
respectable. 1 4

with less time spent on rote learning, there would be more

opportunity for exercises in critical analysis and more cre-

ative problem-soIving.

Education, then, becomes the first step in effective
planning. By fostering more flexibility in thinking and a

greater sense of creative enquiry, academic institutions

could go a long vray towards preparing planners for a more

dynamic ro1e. Às Paul Valery believed, "Educating means to

prepare the young for situations that have never beentt,15

Indeed, "Iearning to plan involves planning to learnttn16

Tsanoff cited the two conditions necessary for progress

as: 1) independence, and 2) tolerance of critical thinking.

Fostering these two qualities in individuals through an edu-

cational- system is an important achievement, howeverf it

14 Kenneth Boulding, The Imaqe (Ann Àrbor, Mich,: University
of Michigan Press, 1977), p. 163.

1s Paul valery, as cited in Erich Jantsch
tion (Hew York; George Braziller, 1975

Desiqn For Evolu-
, pn 234"

16 Erich Jantsch, Desiqn For Evolution (¡¡ew York: George
Braziller, 1975), p. 224"
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does not enSure meaningful changes will foIlow. Margaret

Mead wisely observed:

You don't sit down with a group of bright people
and invent the change. Everyone has to take part
in it. If social change is going to be really
meaningful, you have to have the active enthusiasm
of at Íeast ã proportion of the population.lT

Such is definitely the case. An isolated group of free-

thinking individuals do not represent the solution to prob-

Iems of a general nature nor the finat say in directions to

be taken by the majority" This introduces the next aspect

of discussion. Once an individual or planner is capable of

analyzing the circumstances which confront him in a more

meaningful wây, and develops cert.ain insights into the

nature of both ihe problem and possible solutions, how does

he communicate those insights to others? How do individuals

so-prepared expand their infl-uence? Uarilyn Ferguson dis-

cussed the change of perception which results from expanded

forms of thinking in her book, The Aouarian C onsoi râcv. She

suggests that the greatest struggle for such individuals may

come after they have experienced the change. Explaining the

'awakening' to others prebents many difficulities.

In studying the writings of some of the major thinkers in

the area of social systems analysis, philosophy and behav-

iorism, one derives a sense of the direction one might take

in order to communicate his insights more effectively to

others" From the suggestions offered, it is possible to

17 Margaret, Masterman'
(Hew York¡ CaPricorn

in On Growth, Wi Ilem L
24"

ed,
p.Books, 1974),

Oltmans



outline an approach appropriaLe for use as a

planning. In essence, it becomes the synopsis

ner's rol-e in the process of paradigm change.
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guide for

of a plan-

8.3 PUBLTC AWÀRENESS

The first of these aspects involves public alrareness.

PlannerS can be involved in promoting greater awareness of

two important areas: human nature, and the realities of the

contextual predicament which confronts us.

For the most part, w€ are untrained and unfamiliar with

recognizing change or expecting it to occur. This is espe-

ciaIly true of the fundamental changes which a paradigm

shift represents. Most people are unavrare that any such

idea system and process exist. Thus, in advocating this

form of awareness, the planner appeals, in a sense, to the

principle of psychotherapy v¡herein simply pointing out to an

individual his own processes results in a deepening contact

with reaIity. l I

The other area of awareness which must be promoted is

contextual. More objective information as to the conditions

and anomalies which must be dealt v¡ith is needed. The situ-

ation has never been spelled out consistently for the aver-

age person h'ithout sensationalism and over-dramatization of

the implications. This detail is not insignificant.. Wide-

spread understanding of this kind is prerequisite to change"

For, "as on many occasions in the development of mankind'

18 The unfolding Man, p. 74"
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awareness of a problem results in measures taken for a Solu-

tionrr. 1e Barry Commoner echoed this idea when he said,

"People invent vrays of acting once they understand the siLu-

ationtr.2o Obviously, the effect wilI not be Spontaneous.

There must always be a certain incubation of information

before it begins to influence thinking to an appreciable

degree and on a broader scale.

In her writings on hierarchies of values, Elizabeth Drews

said, "Man has capacities which he could call upon at will

if he so desired".2l Recognizing this, she also posed Some

Serious questions: "Why does he not choose these options?

Is it that he does not even know that there are choices he

could make 2n22 A fundamental lack of understanding of

available options and alternatives could weII be the prob-

Iem. Constance Perin summarized it thus:

There is the argument, 'Vle know the right things
to do--we just need more money and higher priori-
ties for them'. But t{e do not, I believe, Yet
know what these right things are. A means of vis-
ualizíng the future of man in his environment that.
brings together t.he inevitable inventions of sci-
ence-and t.echnology with our increasing insights

1s Kenneth Boulding,
of Michigan Press,

The rmage (ann Arbor,Mich3 University
1977), p. 139.

20 Barry Commoner,
York: Capricorn

in On Growth, ed. Willem L. Oltmans (New
Books, 1974), p. 170.

21 Elizabeth M.
VaIues (Menlo
August 1970),

Elizabeth M.
VaIues (t"tenIo
August 1970),

Drews,
Park,

p" 23.

Drews,
Park,

p" 23"

I Ii at i ons r h of
CÀ: Stanford Research lnst tute,

Policv I lications of a Hie rarehv of22

CA¡ Stanford Research Institute'
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into human development and fulfillment is miss-
ing. "

planning easily recognizes its part in this regard. In

fact, 'visualizing the future of man' is the definition of

the profession in many senses. New vlays of thinking and

operating need to be explored and identified. Planners are

equipped to point out many of these potentialities. Erich

Jantsch referred to it as 'anticipatory action" 24

Às such a search for alternatives moves closer to being

adopted in paradigm form, "there wiIl be powerful messages

issuing from the pioneers who have tried the new method and

f ound it successf ,r1rr.25 Boutding al-so f eels conf ident that

these messages "can easily reorganize the images of the lag-

gards in turnrr.26 It alt begins, however, with the efforts

of a f ew to stimulate thinking in neÌ.¡ directions. Then,

"once new vrays of thinking are legitimi zed, once it is

accepted that boundaries can vanish and multiple impressions

can merger VêIues also change in that new kinds of relation-

ships come to be understood and pr ized" ,27

23 Constance
P

Perin,
for

WT TH ND: An
ronment n Cambr dge: MIT

Desiqn For Evollllion (¡¡ew York: George
5), p. 93.

(enn Arbor, Mich.; UniversitY
94.

1 I Irn r

Press, 97 rP.4
24 Erich Jantsch,

Brazil}er, 197

25

26

ri at io Hierarc

Kenneth Boulding, The Image
of Michigan Press , 1977), P.

Kenneth Boulding' The Imaqe
of Michigan Press, 19771, P

Elizabeth M. Ðrews'
VaIues (t'tenlo Park,
Àugust 1970), p. 19.

(Ann Arbor, Mich.¡ UniversitY
94.

T27 Po
CA: Stanford Research Inst 1 tuLe,
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ÀS new ideas are introduced, they must be considered and

analyzed. Each cl-aims to be a possible alLernative, but the

degree to which it is plausible has always to be determined.

In this respect, the planner becomes a type of 'crisis-

provoket' ,2e or "the channel for the introduction of cultur-

aI instabilities, of the continous search for culturaL

renewalrr.2e The encouragement Of dissent and the introduc-

tion of instabilities is not intended to make change anar-

chic, but an attempt to alter the rigidity with which exist-

ing ideas are entrenched. The most valuable intervention of

the planner in this area remains his advocacy of increasing

dialogue with ihe peopfe-at-Iarge on the subject of basic

values and viable options. Without a forum for discussion,

there is no way to gauge the degree to which information has

been communicated nor to maintain the momentum which emerg-

ing ideas require to b.e ef f ective.

Throughout the entire process, the planner's role

involves persuasion. consider the following scenario;

An image which is about to collapse of its ov¡n
weight is frequently supported far beyond its time
by the efforts of misguided people to push it
over. The atLacks of the reformers produce defen-
sive mechanisms on the part of the holders of the
image. It is identified in the value sysLem with
other dearly held values and hencer anY messages
inconsistent with it are rejected.30

?8 Erich Jantsch, Desisn For E¡¿pl¡¡lip-n (new York: George
Brazil}er, 1975)-, p" 282.

2s Erich Jantsch, Ðesign For Evplgt:lpn (uew York: George
Braziller, 1975), p" 282"
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Pressure and intensity on the part of any group or subgroup

more often than not meets with a similar reaction. The

result is a net loss in terms of advancement towards change.

Hence, pressure is not the essence of persuasion.

It is well Lo remember A.J. Toynbee's statement: "While

we are partly conditionedr w€ also have partly free wiÌl-".31

It is this ,free wiIl' portion which must be appealed to.

Frequently, it lies beneath layers of fear and conditioning

which trigger their ovfn defensive mechanisms on contact.

Thus, "leery of trusting the promise of an oasis, vfe defend

the merits of the desert".3 2

Persuasion is based on the assumption that eventuall¡z

change wiIl occur and involves the use Of "argument, entrea-

ty, and expostulationtt. 3 3 Thus, the process of changing

minds is necessarily a slow one. Marilyn Ferguson offers a

fitting summary of the nature of persuasion which might best

be employed by planners:

Aware that deep change in a person or an institu-
tion can only èome from within; they are gentle in
their conf rontation. 3a

(enn Arbor, Mich.: UniversitY
122,

3o Kenneth Boulding,
of Michigan Press,

The Image

3 1 A"J. Toynbee, in

1977), p.

On Growth,
York; Capricorn Books, 197 4) ,

32 Marilyn Ferguson,
J. P. Tarcher I nc . '

33 Websters Dictionary, P.631.
34 Marilyn Ferguson,

J"P. Tarcher Inc.,

The Aguarian Conspiracv (los Angelesl
19go), p. 33"

ed.
p.

Wi Ilem L
31.

Oltmans (New

The Aguarian Çq¡€Bi-Eê-çl¿ (los Angeles;
lgeo), p. 37"



After aI1, "while hindsight

ancestors ' vre must dePend

sefves thai our behavior is

tical than theirs seemed to
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reveals to us the follies of our

upon humility to Persuade our-

no less irrational and hYPocri-

ustt.3 5

8.4 NETWORKING

Àside from promoting change and al-ternate belief systems

among the public at large, there is also merit in the link-

ages which can be formed between those of similar insight

and disposition. This "networkingr'3 6 represents an increas-

ingly useful means of magnifying the influence of particular

sets of ideas. In transitional- periods throughout' history,

scattered individuals have been discovering and pointing to

a larger view, offering alLernatives. However' although

there have always been those who have 'sensed' changes,

there has never been, untiL today, âD effective means of

linking their insights and communicating their ideas to oth-

ers. Modern forms of communication have now made it possi-

ble.
It is reasonable to assume that one of the keys to suc-

ceeding with the transformation already in progress is net-

working of this nature. The coalition between like-minded

persons becomes infinitely more effective than scattered,

E.J. Mishan, Growth: The P_siSs_I^Ie Pav (london: staples
Press, 1969), p. 109"

35

36 Marilyn Ferguson,
I Tran

:Pe nd

Tarcher Inc.' 1980
I n

rian C
0's Los Ange es; J, P
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often random, individual efforts. Marilyn Ferguson becomes

almost mystic about the operation of these cognitive affini-

ties. 1n fact, the 'Aquarian Conspiracy' is a form of expose

of this 'cosmic caring'. Ferguson advances the assumption

that if man can heal himself through the mind, collective

mental efforts can heal society. Whether the situaLion is as

intense aS it appears in Ferguson's portrayal, or merely a

spontaneous action on the part of various indivíduals is not

crucial. It is the concept of coalition which remains appli-

cable to planning. As these systems develop, planners may

do well to keep abreast of their progress, if not to join

with them.

Creating awareness, identifying alternatives' encouraging

public dialogue, PêEsuasion, networking: alI of these con-

tribute to and hasten the transition process. Undoubtedly,

these aspects will be brought into play as the planner's

role similarly evolves and changes. However' none of them

guarantee any Spontaneous result "

In answering the question of how scientists are brought

t.o make paradigmatic transitions in science, Thomas Kuhn

wr6te.,. "They are very Of ¡en not".37 AS f urther explana-

tion, he cites Max Planck's 'scientific Autobiographyr:

A scientific truth does not triumph by convincing
its opponents and making them see the 1ight, but
rather because its opponents eventually die, and a

37 Thomas s
Znd ed",
150.

Kuhn,
( chicago:

The S f Sci olut i
Un r_versL ty of Ch cago Press, 7 p.
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ir
generation grows up that is familiar with

38
n e\i/

Charles Darwin similarly recognized the difficulty. Àt

the end of Oriqin of Species, we find his conclusion that

seasoned practitioners are unlikely to be converted to ideas

which are new and entireJ-y contrary to those they've held

throughout their careers. Ultimately, he Sees fundamental

changes occurring through the younger generations who "wilJ

be able to view both sides of the question with impartiali-
!-.tl 3 ILT

Conversion from one paradigm t.o another cannot be forced

and most often no real progress is witnessed for the Space

of a generation. It remains important, in any event, that

the sparks of change continue to be fanned in preparation.

In planning, as in any profession, there will be opposition

to a different role emphasis just as there is opposition to

the new thought it advocates. Opposition, however, has nev-

er been sufficient cause to desist. IndividuaIIy, there is

need for a new type of planner and a new type of role for

planning coIlectiveIy. Thus, Lo planners and aIl profes-

sionals:

Since the phase in which we are Iiving now is the
most dynamic one mankind has ever known--at least
as far as t.he most influential part of mankind is
concerned--and changes involve ever shorter time

3 I Thomas S
2nd ed.,
151 .

The S
Un versíty of ch

ientifi
cago Press, 1970

n
p

Kuhn,
(chicago:

3e Thomas S
2nd ed.,
151"

Kuhn,
( chicago :

ruc tur ific Revolut
Un ver s ty of Chicago Press 

'
0 I p
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factors, we must become particularly aware of' the
demands made on us in this evolving situation.ao

"One can resist the invasion of armies, but not the invasion

of ideas." (Victor Hugo)

4o Erich Jantsch,
Brazitler , 1975),

ÐeEi-qn- Fqr Evqlulj-qn
p. 18,

(New York: George
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Chapter IX

IN USION

Man is a creature of immense complexity. So is the world

in which he Iives. We understand relatively little about

either and yet, in the way of things, it is provided that

incredible advancement can be made nonetheless. I'f ith each

ensuing era of change v¡e understand more clearly man and his

universe. 1

Where knowledge and understanding are always incomplete'

certain widely held assumptions have formed the critical

base from which he operates. Paradigm. The phenomenon has

existed much longer than the word. Only recently' however,

have we begun to recognize its motion.

As real as the need for concensus around a given paradigm

i s the need f or each paradigm to change , to give vray in

favor of another which aligns itself more closely with the

contextual worId. These changes are alwayS painful because

they upset another deeply rooted human need--the need for

stability and sameness. Each paradigm represents the

attempt to fix time at a particular point. We anticipate

calendrical change but secretly assume aIl tomorrows wiIl

Iook exactly I i ke today. 'We talk of change although we view

1 Maybe it. is only the complexity of whieh we are more
avtare.
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it as ever-tangent to our Iife pattern, observabl-e in the

di stance but u1t imately inef fectual. Clearfy,

there is no security in movement' nor can perfec-
tion ever be reached and maintained...Yet history
is strewn with the consequences of manrs longing
and striving f or static security, stabiJ-iLy , a
permanent st,ate of harmonY.

This longing is often expressed through a stat-
ic notion of 'happiness' as a goal, oF a state,
which can be attained, a reference point or leveJ
which...is supposed to be sought and maintained
through some sort of homeostasis, through adapta-
tion to changes in the world around us.2

Paradigms have always needed to change and wiII continue

to do So, for we have neither reached nor invented a satis-

factory end-state at which to stop. If a form of 'happi-

ness' is to be experienced, it will come as a result of

carefully fitting and refitting our paradigms to life. The

upward spiral towards fuIIer, more meaningful life is traced

incrementally as one paradigm, with the package of experi-

ence, accomplishment and other memorabilia which it fos-

tered, makes possible the establishment of another more

finely tuned model. Through the course of the preceding

paradigm, there is yet another set of events, experiments

and conseguences which open a new sense of vision and direc-

',ion to be assumed by yet another paradigm.

There are few Iinkages or remnants v¡hich are held over

from paradigm to paradigm. One is incommensurable v¡ith the

next, for once t.he vision changes, the entire groundwork

upon which the paradigm v¡as built is shifted" In light. of

2 Erich Jantsch,
ziller , 1975),

Desion-Eel-Evqlutiq-¡] (Hew York: George Bra-
p. 7.
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the new understanding, the oId patLern is invalid.

One generation cannot predict the form changes in suc-

ceeding generations may take, nor exactly when they will

occur. Many factors contribute to these revol-utions. There

is nc means of calculating when their alignment will be such

that change wiII result. In the words of Kenneth Boulding,

"No matter how great our fancied underStanding of societY,

,no matter how great our presumed sophistication, history

always has its surprises for us".3

with the mounting failures of the incumbent paradigm, !'¡e

of today are forced to look forward to tomorrow. Through

the anomalies which that paradigm uncovers, we begin to

glimpse the form of its successor. Although as yet it is a

]¡azy silouette, we realize t.hat "ti1l now man has been up

against nature; from now on. he will be up against his own

nature".4 In other wOrds, the new paradigm must include

greater emphasis on the value of man, or more specifically,

on his pecuLiar human qualities. The current paradigm has

taught us that there are essential elements which Iie beyond

the realm of quantitative description. We have become aware

that "the questions that are beyond the reach of

economists--t.he beauty, dignity, pleasure and durability of

1ife--may be inconvenient but t.hey are important".5

3 Kenneth Boulding,
of Michigan Press,

The rmage (enn Arbor, Mich. : University
1977), p. 123,

4 Erich Jantsch, Desiqn For Evolut ion (New York: George Bra-
zíl1er, 1975), p. 264.

s John Kenneth Galbraith, The Nev¡-Industrial State (Boston:
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The values novr called for may not always be objective.

Increasingly, it appears that they will be based "upon a

wise human insight which science and technology cannot for-

mulate but which is a fundamental need in this age".6 Look-

ing toward the next paradigm, we must conclude that now "the

progress of humanity depends not on the unfolding of some

impersonal objective forces, but on the subjective avrareness

of the values that guide our behavior".T

As a goal, these subjective human values are not as dis-

tinct as those numerically-based threshold markers we have

been accustomed to striving for. By contrast, the goals

which novr become important are "no longer v¡eI1-def ined

points which can be attained; rather, as we find in various

sports, (they are) an area where many people can score in

different vrays... in the upper righthand corner as well as in

the l-ower lefthand corner and in the center, and repeatedly

so".8 New goals will mark an area of focal interest to

which many contributions are possible at various times. In

pursuing these new values and broader goals we in fact move

towards genuine historical progress, "progress in truer

understanding of the ideal goals as well as progress ín

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1971),

6 Radoslav A. Tsanoff,
University Press of

7 Elizabeth M. Drews,
\&tLues (l¿en1o Park,
August 1970), p. 85.

p. 411.

and ProgressCivilization
Kentucky, 1971), p. 324.

Policy Implications of a Hierarchy of
CÀ: Stanford Research Institute,

( lex i ngton :

I Er ich Jantsch, Ðes iqn For Evql_ut ion (ttew York : George Bra-
zilIer , 1975) , p" 211.
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real ízing them". s

This implies a new, more dynamic dimension in the plan-

ner¡s role. In order to be at the vanguard of change rather

than lagging conspicuously behind, he must be aware of the

process taking place and involved in the change as it tran-

spires. More specifically, this caIls for ongoing critical

analysis or review of the paradigm/context rel-ationship, âs

well as a willingness to pull away from the existing para-

digm as contextual shifts necessitaLe" Rather than adhering

doggedly to the initial straightline reLationship between

paradigm and context at Point A, the planner becomes

involved in a more consciously dynamic process of circular

testing and feedback which naturally gives vray to the pur-

suit of an alternative paradigm as Lhe necessity arises"

This concept can be diagramed in the following manner:

e Radoslav A
University

Tsanof f , eivili¿alipn-e¡-d- P:sgEe-äF (lexíngton e

Press of KenLucky, 1971), p" 356.
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BA
PARAPUâ}J\

EONTË{T. q eÞùüffi Ga

rr,lusîI¿Agl_QN 8: Planning Feedback and Paradigm change

Given the current scenario, the break from one paradigm

to another may be quite dramatic, however, with sustained

awareness of the situation, planners can consciously place

themselves within the forward thrust of events where their

contribution can be effecLive and appropriate'

In all of these things Lhe onus returns to the individu-

at. Much has been said and written about human nature, PôF-

adigm and change. Much more undoubtedly remains, to be said'

We are yet on t.he verge of knowing their true nature. How-

ever, understanding of the events in the process and seeing

them transpi,re is in itself insuf f icient. As in BouIdíng's



1 5'1

analogy, "If there is a tiger in the room, the man who

doesn't See it is about as well off as the man who doesrt.lo

SimiIarIy, understanding paradigms is no guarantee of any

form of success. In the final analysis, it is "our capacity

to learn and change (which) may become the yardstick of

human survival". I 1

A great deal hinges on our ability to move ourselves for-

v¡ard. Essentiatly, this is an .individual pursuit. Às we

experience the disamenities and growing discontinuity during

this prelude to revofution, there is much within us which

seeks to continue to cling to that which we've always

believed and held true. However' even he who digs in his

heels most earnestly is not entirely immune to the stirrings

which anticipate a new Paradigm.

sheer force of wiIl and intellect may, for awhile,
enable him to act so as to appear to be adapting
himself and coping...but there is much in the rest
of his being l¡tat wiII iontinue...to protest at
the growing ãtt.sses to which it is subjected'12

Vle cannot simplify the event or realistically substitute

other forms of acting, however, as planners and profession-

als especially, w€ would do well to develop a fuller under-

standing of these systems, these phenomena, these paradigms;

a broader perspective. . . .and then I turn our attention

10

1 1 w. Jackson Davis, THE YEAR: r1 l Civ
New York: W.W" Norton & ComPanY '

Kenneth Boulding, The Imaqe (enn Àrbor, Mich.: University
of Michigan Press, 1977'), P. 168.

tion in -T¡e¡sitio-q1979), p" 282.

12 E"J. Mishan,
Press, 1969),

Growth : The Price
p. 107 .

We Pav (tondon: Staples
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inwards to investigate where we stand in relation to the

process.

History now calls on us Lo bid the pas
v¡ithout regret, and to open our hearts
to the new. 1 3

t. farewell
and minds

W" Jackson Eavis, THE 9EVËNTH YEAR:-l¡¡lu-s'teiel -Çjvíl¡Laa-
t:þn in TransjLígn (New York: W.W' Norton & Company '1979) , p" 283 

"
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